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Julian Bowen Limited

Latest addition to the Barcelona Bed range is the Barcelona Hideaway in Antique Pine colour or Stone
White lacquer. Both Bed and Underbed are equal height when erected. Priced competitively at £119.95
in Pine and £129.95 in Stone White. Remember no minimum quantities with Julian Bowen products.
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FTBA golf success:
Rupert Anton, Carpet

Foundation marketing
director (left) and Peter

Kimmins (right)
Georgian Carpets
general manager,

present cheques for
£8,000 each to Charles

Kerrigan, FTBA chief
executive (centre left)

and John Rayner,
Macmillan fundraising

manager at the 
53rd Kidderminster

Carpet Manufacturers’
National Golf

Tournament, sponsored
by Georgian Carpets.

The event defied
expectations with more

guests at the dinner
than in 2008.

Sheep shape winner: Congratulations go to
Tracey Harris of Direct Carpet and Curtain

Supplies, Torquay, for winning the Axminster
Carpets calendar competition. She identified the
dozen scenes from films where all the stars took

the shape of sheep. Marc Heliwell, Axminster
southern regional sales manager presents the

prize of a day at the races. 

(right) won the
firm’s Salesman of
the Year award for

2008/09. This is the
second time that
Burns, who has

worked for Victoria
for 27 years, has
won the Stewart

Anton Cup. He was
presented with it by

Mark Rooney,
national sales

manager.

West Decor UK’s brand new showroom is now open. 
Please contact us for more information on the products shown. 

NEW FOR 2009

www.westdecoruk.com
Unit A8 & A9 Eldon Way, Industrial Estate,

Eldon Way, Park Royal. London NW10 7QY 

Tel: 0845 602 2467  Fax: 0208 961 2558
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Buchanan is just one of Cormar’s five highly
successful British Wool Twist ranges, alongside
Berwick, Town & Country, Highlander and
Salisbury. All Cormar’s ranges are made in 
the UK and distributed via its own fleet. 
Tel: 01204 881 234 or visit
www.cormarcarpets.co.uk.
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Editor’s comment 

HIGH STREET UPTURN?
The high street is about become a tougher place for
interiors retailers. With John Lewis set to open a
standalone home store it says will be suitable for town
centres as well as retail parks, and Carpetright doubling
its high street presence, competition is about to become
more intense (see p6).

John Lewis has long complained that it cannot find
suitable sites for its department stores, especially with the
slowdown in large retail developments. The surprising
thing is that it has taken the chain so long to decide that
home stores could be a part solution to this. At about
the size of a decent supermarket, the stores could have a
major impact on town centres. But as well as providing
increased competition, the presence of a John Lewis or a
smaller Carpetright should drive up footfall for high street
retailers. The challenge is to convert those shoppers
when they come through the door. 

To the relief of many flooring retailers, the John Lewis
stores will only sell furniture, furnishings and electricals –
not flooring. So having a Carpetright or John Lewis next
door may not be so bad after all.

What you are unlikely to find on the high street is a
new branch of Allied Carpets. Being bought by a private
equity fund is one thing, but being bought by one that
has ‘retail turnaround’ company Hilco as the main
investor is another. Hilco is unlikely to be a long-term
investor. As I said in February: ‘Allied hasn’t made money
for years, it has never troubled Carpetright ... [as] market
leader. Allied lacks an USP. Its marketing has staggered
about like a drunken Glaswegian in a Billy Connolly
routine.’ Expect store closures and a hair shirt approach.

Many thanks to those of you who have voted in 
the Interiors Monthly awards. For those who have yet
to vote, make sure you do. We’ve added two new
awards – Best Business Support and Best Marketing
Support – so fill in the form on page 13 and fax it to us
by 20 June, or email me. The awards are decided by
you, so make sure your voice is heard and reward the
companies you rate.
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For every step you take...

THERE’S A CARPENTER
LUXURY UNDERLAY

www.carpenter.ltd.com
email:glossop.sales@carpenter.com

tel:  01457 861141
fax: 01457 853198

GIVE YOUR CARPETS THE
FACTOR!WOW

Step
Deep
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Town centre independent
furniture and flooring retailers
face a two-pronged threat
with John Lewis and
Carpetright making major
efforts to increase their high
street presence.

The department store chain
has developed a standalone
home store format – John
Lewis At Home – it believes
will work equally well on high
streets and retail parks, while
the UK’s largest flooring
retailer plans to double its
high street presence. 

Opening in October, the
45,000sqft John Lewis store
will be located between Poole
and Bournemouth, Dorset. It
will sell furniture, furnishings
and electricals but not

flooring. Stock will be held on
the shopfloor, rather than in a
warehouse. The chain believes
it has identified 30 locations
that can support such a store.

‘The new format has been
based on an enormous
amount of research which

showed us there are areas of
the country where consumers
wanted to be able to shop at
a John Lewis branch within a
40 minute journey of their
home,’ says Gareth Thomas,
John Lewis retail director. ‘We
know our competitors have a

much higher level of coverage
in the UK than we do and
there are growth
opportunities for our business
in smaller format shops.’

Tim Harrison, head of
format development says:
‘Our ambition is to be the
retailer people trust most and
love to visit and buy from in a
comfortable and relaxed
environment. John Lewis At
Home will provide a sanctuary
for our customers.’

Carpetright, which has 20
high street branches, has
taken on one former MFI and
14 former Woolworths stores
of 3,000sqft to 5,000sqft. The
chain will focus on market
towns and London in its high
street push.
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Customers will be able to have orders delivered to the store for collection  

Independents face double threat as
John Lewis and Carpetright target 
a much greater high street presence

We were Decosit Brussels
Tuesday 08 - Friday11 September 2009

www.moodbrussels.com

Teasing you with upholstery,

window and wall coverings
We are

Meet only Original Designs

The organiser of the National
Floor Show has denied
widespread industry
speculation that the 8-10
September exhibition in
Harrogate will be cancelled.

‘There is no doubt in our
mind that the show will be
going ahead and we have
been working for some
months to deliver another
great event,’ says Andrew

Vaughan, UBM NFS event
director.

‘The NFS is now the UK’s
only dedicated flooring show
and our intention and duty to
the industry is to ensure it

carries on year after year. 
‘As the new event director, 

I hope to implement initiatives
over the coming years to
ensure the longevity of this
essential event.’

NFS will carry on ‘year after year’
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t h e  c o m p l e t e  s e r v i c e
UK: 00353 42 9 351 351 Ireland: 042 9 351 351

Maximise your profits with TCS

www.tcsimports.com
or contact your local representative:

London and South East - Contact Main Office
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906

South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168

London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895
Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844

The New Bradley Suite in

3+R+R 
with immediate delivery from 

stock in ones for 

* Terms and Conditions Apply

Stocked in 3+R+R :: Burgundy, Brown, Chocolate and Black

£799
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Beaulieu International Group
(BIG) is to shed about 10% of
its workforce as it reacts to
falling sales and overcapacity.

It will close two unprofitable
plants in northern France.
Some 254 jobs will be lost at
the yarn-making Filartois plant
in Douvrin. The Beaulieu
Weavers plant in Comines,
faces 90 job cuts.

BIG says: ‘The carpet
industry has been going
through a deep crisis for quite
some time. High production
costs in Western Europe in
conjunction with a strong

drop in sales figures already
led to a first wave of
reorganisations in the course
of 2008. Due to the global
economic crisis, the hoped-for
upturn has failed to
materialise, as a result of
which the industry is still
experiencing difficulties.’

Production of woven floor
coverings will discontinue. 

BIG says the current
reorganisations are necessary
to secure employment in the
group’s other establishments,
where more than 3,000
people are still employed.

Laminate flooring and tile
chain Topps Tiles has seen its
sales decline slow dramatically
in recent weeks.

Group like for like sales in
the seven weeks to 16 May
fell by 11.9%, compared with
a drop of 18.5% in the six
months to 28 March.

The chain saw sales fall by
13.4% to £92.1m in the six
months. Operating profits fell
from £20.8m to £10.3m.

UK gross margins slipped
from 63.2% to 60.4%, which
Topps says was a result of the
weaker pound and trading
conditions.

Matthew Williams, chief
executive says its ecommerce
website has enjoyed a steady
increase in sales and is now
the equivalent of a ‘good
store’.

Topps has 268 Topps Tiles
branches, 49 Tile Clearing
House stores and 22 outlets in
Holland. The group reduced
store staff numbers by 8.5%
to 1,353 during the period. 

Its interim dividend has
been scrapped, saving the
group £5.1m and it has
£17.3m of cash and
borrowings of £102.2m. The
company says it expects to be
able to operate within its
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Bed group Silentnight has
reshuffled its sales teams while
Jim Harrower, Sealy UK md
has left after nine years.

Sales teams at Silentnight
Beds and Rest Assured have
been combined, with the
expected loss of three jobs. 

The Rest Assured sales office
in Batley will close in the
autumn, with the possible loss

of seven jobs. Sales will be run
from the Barnoldswick head
office.

Neal Mernock, Silentnight
Group chief executive says the
move will strengthen the
business so it is ready for the
recovery ‘when it comes’.
Mernock has also taken over
Harrower’s responsibilities at
Sealy. 

Natural progression: British Wool Marketing Board has launched two A4
retail showcards as part of its new marketing campaign. Origin is 

Everything and Natural Integrity, will be distributed to British Wool 
licensed manufacturers and then become available to retail showrooms 

to promote ranges of British Wool carpet. ‘People are evaluating their 
purchases in a different way, they are making more considered decisions

about the composition of the product and we wanted to tie in these 
themes so that we have relevant and memorable messages,’ says 

Irfan Khan, promotions manager.

Topps decline
slows as Hilco
takes over Allied 

BIG to cut 10% of staff

Corium Solutions has reported
an upturn in sales of its anti-
microbial Micro-Fresh product
following the EU’s decision to
ban the use of dimethyl-
fumarate (DMF) from 1 May.

DMF was used to prevent
mould in products being

shipped from the Far East. But
upholstery treated with DMF
was linked to more than
1,000 cases of skin rashes. 

The National Consumer
Agency has urged consumers
to check with retailers that
products are DMF free.

DMF ban boosts Micro-Fresh 

Sales team shake-up

current financial covenants
and is satisfied that if a
revision was required, its
lenders would agree to it.

Williams repeated that the
loss of credit insurance for
some main suppliers had no
impact on commercial terms.

Meanwhile Hilco, the retail
restructuring company, has
emerged as the owner of
Allied Carpets. Tapis Saint-
Maclou sold the loss-making
retailer to investment fund
Sigma Capital in March.

Hilco UK is the main
investor in Sigma alongside
private individuals. Paul
McGowan, Hilco chief
executive told the Financial
Times Hilco used the vehicle
to keep its interest private
while it tried to stabilise the
business.

It is understood Hilco plans
to close up to 60 of the
chain’s 218 branches. It
declined to comment on its
plans for the country’s second
largest flooring retailer.

McGowan and fellow Hilco
director Andrew Pepper were
on MFI’s board when it was
the subject of a Prepack
administration and MBO in
September. It also tried to buy
Woolworths.
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Maximise your profits with TCS

To maximise your
floorspace 

Also available in Leather or Fabric, Swivel Recliners, 
Power Riser Recliners Electric and Manual Recliners, 

Customised Sizing, Sofa Bed, Storage,
1,2,3,4+ Seaters and Corner Groups 

t h e  c o m p l e t e  s e r v i c e

www.tcsimports.com
or contact your local representative:

London and South East - Contact Main Office
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906

South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168

London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895
Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844

UK: 00353 42 9 351 351 Ireland: 042 9 351 351

* Terms and Conditions Apply
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Flooring distributor Headlam
experienced a double-digit
drop in UK like for like sales in
the first four months of the
year – but suggested the rate
of decline was slowing.

UK sales fell by 11.8% to
£134.8m and by 10.8% when
adjusted for Easter. Like for like
residential sales declined by
11.8% and contract by 8.4%.
In the first three months of
2008, UK sales rose 5.6% and
by 4.3% on a like for like basis

from January to mid-May.
More positively, it forecast

that May would be better. 
‘UK revenues during May

are likely to show a decrease
of approximately 9% on the
previous year, registering a
modest improvement
compared with the previous
four months,’ it says.

But it warned gross margins
were under pressure. Headlam
explained that the trend
towards more orders

processed for full rolls of
residential products
continued, while UK
commercial business
continued to increase as a
proportion of UK revenue, up
from 31.0% to 31.8% during
the first four months. 

‘This movement in product
mix has created downward
pressure on gross margin
during 2009 because, as
stated on previous occasions,
the margins achieved in these

two activities are less than the
group’s overall average.
Product pricing has been
relatively stable during the first
four months of 2009 and
consequently, had very little
bearing on gross margin
movement,’ says Headlam.

Sales for the group’s
European businesses rose by
7.7% to £33.5m thanks to
exchange rate changes and
last year’s £660,000 purchase
of Dutch firm Silvester.
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Headlam sees UK sales drop 10.8%
but forecasts modest improvement 

FIRA
Inga Wells has been appointed
as FIRA marketing manager,
after eight years in a variety of
marketing roles at Cranfield
University.

Cormar Carpets
Cormar Carpets has appointed
Steve Tapp (above right) as

sales representative covering
Sussex and Surrey (outside the
M25). James Taylor (left) has
joined as sales representative
for Lancashire.

John Lewis 
Dan Knowles, John Lewis
director of selling operations is
to leave the department store
chain at the end of July. He
will be succeeded by David
Barford, formerly the md of
John Lewis Kingston.

Allied Carpets
Jean Wattel, Allied Carpets
chief operating officer has
resigned from the chain.

Bentley Designs
Bentley Designs has appointed a design team, headed by
former Willis & Gambier designer Ray Davies (centre). He is
joined by Natalie Wilkins, creative designer and Vitaliy Shuvalov,
technical designer.

Victoria Carpets
Victoria Carpets has appointed Steven Gale (left) as national
contracts sales manager to head its contract division. 
Ron Ward-Horner (centre) and Paul Northfield (right) have 
joined as contract sales managers.

responsibilities. Kate Bostock
(above right), executive
director of clothing is now
responsible for home. Steve
Rowe (above left), retail
director is now responsible for
M&S Direct. Carl Leaver,
director of international
business who was also
responsible for home and
M&S Direct is leaving.

Carpetright
Carpetright director John
Kitching has stepped down
from the chain’s board to
focus on his role as Storey
Carpets md. 

IVC
Group 
Francis
Debrabandere
has joined IVC
Group as
commercial
director.

Marks & Spencer
Marks & Spencer has
reshuffled its management
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Maximise your profits with TCS

Better still, what if it was in our new 

100% Semi-Analine 
Italian Leather 

and still only cost
With not even a trace of DMF and has an extremely high rub resistance

TCS will be launching their new 
Italian Leathers which are available across the entire range 

at the Manchester Furniture Show - Stand B11

£799

t h e  c o m p l e t e  s e r v i c e

www.tcsimports.com
or contact your local representative:

London and South East - Contact Main Office
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906

South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168

London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895
Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844

* Terms and Conditions Apply

Ireland: 042 9 351 351UK: 00353 42 9 351 351
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Awards

VOTE FOR THE BEST IN  

August sees the announcement of the second Interiors Monthly
Awards, recognising the best in the interiors industry.

As with the 2008 awards, the winners will be decided 
by you, so complete the form opposite and fax it to:
01732 352 063.

It’s up to you how you decide what is the best product or
company in the awards category – they could be great sellers,
great designs or providers of fantastic customer service. Ensure
your opinion counts – you decide the winners. Everyone voting
will be entered into a draw to win a bottle of champagne.

Here’s a reminder of how you voted in the 2008 awards.
Best UK Furniture Supplier: Alstons.
Best UK Carpet Supplier: Cormar Carpets.

Best Overseas Furniture Supplier: Ethnicraft.
Best Overseas Flooring Supplier: Balta.
Best Fabric Upholstery: Amalfi, Vale-Bridgecraft.
Best Leather Upholstery: Italsofa.
Best Furniture Website: Pinetum.
Best Flooring Website: Balterio.
Best Bed: Mirrorform Reflex, Sealy.
Best Dining Range: Ardennes, Christian Harold.
Best Bedroom Furniture: Ivory, Willis & Gambier.
Best Living Room Furniture: YP Furniture.
Best Rug: Loft, Brink & Campman.
Best Solid/Engineered Wood: Avantgarde, Grundorf.
Best Carpet: Tudor Twist, Victoria Carpets.
Best Underlay: Cloud 9, Ball & Young.
Best Vinyl: Stonemark, IVC Leolan.
Best Laminate: Original, Pergo.
Best Flooring Accessory: Universal Mouldings.
Best Supply Chain/Logistics: Home Delivery Network.
Best Wholesaler: Wiseaction.
Best Flooring Buying Group: SMG.
Best Furniture Buying Group: AIS.
Best Furniture Retailer (1-3 stores): Furniture Exhibition Centre.
Best Furniture Retailer (4 plus stores): Marks & Spencer.
Best Flooring Retailer (1-3 stores): Godiva Carpets.
Best Flooring Retailer (4 plus stores): Carpetright.
Best Online Retailer: Furniture123.
Innovation of the Year: Yourfloors.

Right: Balta, Best

Overseas Flooring

Supplier

Above: Ethnicraft,

Best Overseas

Furniture Supplier

Left: Willis &

Gambier, Best

Bedroom Furniture
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  THE INDUSTRY 
Retailers to complete only
Best Furniture Customer Service 
....................................................................................................
Best UK Furniture Supplier 
....................................................................................................
Best Non-UK Furniture Supplier 
....................................................................................................
Best Furniture Buying Group 
....................................................................................................
Best Accessory
....................................................................................................
Bed Bed 
....................................................................................................
Best Bedroom Range 
....................................................................................................
Best Dining Room Range 
....................................................................................................
Best Living Room Range 
....................................................................................................
Best Fabric Upholstery 
....................................................................................................
Best Leather Upholstery
....................................................................................................
Best Furniture Wholesaler 
....................................................................................................
Best Furniture Exhibition (Worldwide)
....................................................................................................
Best Furniture Website 
....................................................................................................
Best Flooring Customer Service 
....................................................................................................
Best UK Flooring Supplier 
....................................................................................................
Best Non-UK Flooring Supplier 
....................................................................................................
Best Flooring Buying Group 
....................................................................................................
Best Carpet 
....................................................................................................

Please fax your completed form to 01732 352 063 or email your nominations to akidd@interiorsmonthly.co.uk.

Name ...................................................................................................................................................................................................

Company ............................................................................................... Position ................................................................................

Tel .................................................................Email ..............................................................................................................................

Rewarding Excellence nominations

Best Rug 
....................................................................................................
Best Laminate 
....................................................................................................
Best Solid/Engineered Wood 
....................................................................................................
Best Underlay 
....................................................................................................
Best Vinyl 
....................................................................................................
Best Flooring Exhibition (Worldwide)
....................................................................................................
Best Flooring Website 
....................................................................................................
Best Flooring Wholesaler 
....................................................................................................
Best Software Supplier 
....................................................................................................
Best Finance Provider 
....................................................................................................
Best Supply Chain/Logistics Company 
....................................................................................................
Innovation of the year 
....................................................................................................
Best Business Support 
....................................................................................................
Best Marketing Support 
....................................................................................................
Suppliers to complete only
Best Flooring Retailer (1-2 stores) 
....................................................................................................
Best Flooring Retailer (3 plus stores) 
....................................................................................................
Best Furniture Retailer (1-2 stores) 
....................................................................................................
Best Furniture Retailer (3 plus stores) 
....................................................................................................
Best Online Retailer 
....................................................................................................
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New products

1

2
3

4

5

1 Prestigious Textiles is taking
its design flair out into the
sunshine with Paradise, a
range of prints on a Teflon-
finished and solution-dyed
acrylic basecloth for outdoor
furnishings and accessories.
Light-fast and wipe-clean, the
fabric is suitable for
everything from upholstered
sun loungers and patio chairs
to parasols, tablecloths and
awnings. Tel: 01274 688 448.

2 Good looks, sustainable slip
resistance and excellent
acoustic performance were
key factors in the selection of
Polysafe Wood FX Acoustic
multi-functional sheet vinyl
flooring for corridors and
circulation areas at London’s
Lambeth Academy. It is
available in eight realistic
timber-effect designs. 
Tel: 0161 767 1111.

3 CPW Furniture has
dramatically increased the
number of standard fabric
options available for
upholstered chairs within its
entire collection. Its fabric
collection has more than

doubled from last year, 
with introductions in 
bi-cast leather, faux suede,
chenille and Draylon. 
These join the existing faux
leather, linen and weave
fabrics. Tel: 01797 225 014.

4 Hyder Living’s Lyon bed is
lavishly detailed with
diamante studs. Finished in
chocolate brown faux leather,
the attention to detail of the
diamante studs continues
with its oak effect feet. The
Lyon features a high swan
neck headboard with a
quilted-effect and a low-slung
stance. Tel: 01484 531 000.

5 The latest collection from
Wiemann combines 1.5m and
2m sliding door wardrobes
with a corner unit for a
serious amount of bedroom
storage. Retailing at around
£1,999, Livorno comes in
three colours – American
walnut, natural olivewood
and alpine white. Door 
fronts feature the same
options with a choice of
contrast horizontal trims. 
Tel: 01482 635 283.
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BRITAIN’S TOP RETAILERS

ARE CHOOSING GREENWOOD...

Greenwood Retail’s professionally planned sales events continue to produce record breaking results for 

Britain’s top retailers all over the British Isles – RIGHT NOW – even in the current downturn.

The benefits of holding a Greenwood Sale are many. You’ll instantly Boost Sales, Clear Stock and Raise

Cash as well as enjoying the many longer term benefits which are consistently reported by Greenwood’s

fast growing client list of Britain’s premier retailers.

To find out more about Greenwood Sales, why not take look at our online brochure or call Bernard Eaton or

Perry Montgomery now on 01625 521010 and we’ll be glad to explain the possibilities and options we can 

offer you, without obligation.

Call today - we’re booking now for Summer and Autumn 2009.

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion 

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG

sales@greenwoodretail.com www.greenwoodretail.com

REALISE  

THE AMAZING SALES POTENTIAL

OF YOUR BUSINESS... 

“It is true that we have just taken six

months business in one week in our

Greenwood Sale!”

Tony Molloy, Director, Jon David of Hoylake, Wirral.
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6 Privilege Furniture’s Joanne suite 
is available in 10 colours. Made in 
Italy with 100% leather, it is available
with free fast delivery. There is no
minimum order. Tel: 01253 777 977, 
fax: 01253 777 744 or email
privilegesales@aol.com.

7 After 25 years of supplying to the
upper end of the fitted bedroom
industry and to national showhomes,
Ashmoors is looking to expand into
retailers of upholstered furniture and
interior designers, with its stylish and
creative designs to furnish any home. 
To see the complete range, visit
www.ashmoors.co.uk.

8 Milano from Handwriting UK is a new
design by Alan Pledge. Shown in a new
ribbed velvet from Vigano, it has the
usual Handwriting features: beautiful
tailoring, fully covered platforms and
inside backs, top quality fillings, ply
frames and top stitched seams. It is
available in three sizes and more than

20 fabrics. Tel: 07831 717 955 or email
plwalsh@indigo.ie.

9 Handwriting UK has introduced a
chaise sofa version of Melissa, its top
selling design. It is available in 12
different sizes, along with a matching
chair, two footstool options and more
than 20 fabrics. It is now made in the
UK and available on six to eight weeks
lead time. Tel: 07831 717 955 or email
plwalsh@indigo.ie.

10 The Stokes Hall Collection is a 
range of finely detailed decorative 
pieces from David Salmon Furniture.
Influences from the 18th century
through to art deco and even
contemporary have been included 
in the distinctive and individual pieces.
The collection is filled with a multitude
of textures and finishes including
shagreen, bronze, beaten leather, 
and crackle eggshell glazes. 
Tel: 020 7349 7575.

New products

6

9

10

7

8
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Horsfield Way  Stockport
Cheshire  SK6 2TJ

sales@plantationrug.co.uk
www.plantationrug.co.uk

Call 0161 430 8700
for a free brochure

Visit our

NEW website today

www.plantationrug.co.uk
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MONTREAL
by Global Home

ATTENTION RETAILERS

“Your customers need you to provide quality
products, good service, and, above all in times like
these, consumers want exceptional value for money.”

Dining Chair

£32.51

Extending 
Dining Table
(5ft/6ft 6in)

£98.71

Large 
Bookcase

£138.23

Large 
Sideboard

£157.99
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MONTREAL
Classic oak furniture for living, dining, bedroom
and occasional – oak has never been so rewarding!

Large 
Sideboard
£157.99

Triple
Wardrobe
£239.90

Wardrobe
£148.11

Bedside
Chest

£24.61

Dressing
Table Set
£119.90

Large 
TV Unit
£83.89

��� All ranges can be mixed per container
��� Part containers of 20m3, 30m3, 40m3

��� Quick delivery & no minimum order
��� Full wholesale distribution

Global Home’s wholesale 
supplier has substantial stocks
and can deliver in 2 to 3 weeks. 
For further details, please contact:

COUNTRY HOME FURNITURE
email: ivan@countryhome.fsnet.co.uk
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

GLOBAL HOME
I N T E R N A T I O N A L  F U R N I S H I N G S  S U P P L I E R S

Your local container sales agent:

MARTYN HUDSON
South West, Wales & Midlands
T 01823 412852    Mob 07917 095354  
E martyn@globalhomegroup.com

GORDON WATSON
Ireland
Mob  07702 719888   F 02840 625583  
E gordon@globalhomegroup.com

PAUL WARBURTON
Midlands/West Midlands 
Mob 07977 497051
E paul@globalhomegroup.com

TIM ROBINSON
North West/East & Scotland
Mob 07764 941455   F 0870 838 1154  
E tim@globalhomegroup.com

STUART McDONNELL
London & SE, Home Counties, East Anglia 
Mob 07958 517015   F 01322 370091  
E stuart@globalhomegroup.com

Nest of 
Tables

£49.31
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PANORAMA
by Global Home

Dining Chair

£29.90

Extending 
Dining Table
(up to 2.5m)

£134.90

Glazed Display
Cabinet

£299.90

ATTENTION RETAILERS

“Your customers need you to provide quality
products, good service, and, above all in times like
these, consumers want exceptional value for money.”
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PANORAMA
A contemporary collection of living and dining
room furniture with an elegant dark finish.

Sideboard 
(160cm) 
£219.90

Glazed 
Display 
Cabinet

£299.90

Dining Chair
£29.90

Extending
Table

(up to 2.5m)
£134.90

Coffee Table 
£49.90

Lamp Table
£26.90

Large 
TV Unit
(150cm)
£119.90

��� All ranges can be mixed per container
��� Part containers of 20m3, 30m3, 40m3

��� Quick delivery & no minimum order
��� Full wholesale distribution

Global Home’s wholesale 
supplier has substantial stocks
and can deliver in 2 to 3 weeks. 
For further details, please contact:

COUNTRY HOME FURNITURE
email: ivan@countryhome.fsnet.co.uk
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

GLOBAL HOME
I N T E R N A T I O N A L  F U R N I S H I N G S  S U P P L I E R S

Your local container sales agent:

MARTYN HUDSON
South West, Wales & Midlands
T 01823 412852    Mob 07917 095354  
E martyn@globalhomegroup.com

GORDON WATSON
Ireland
Mob  07702 719888   F 02840 625583  
E gordon@globalhomegroup.com

PAUL WARBURTON
Midlands/West Midlands 
Mob 07977 497051
E paul@globalhomegroup.com

TIM ROBINSON
North West/East & Scotland
Mob 07764 941455   F 0870 838 1154  
E tim@globalhomegroup.com

STUART McDONNELL
London & SE, Home Counties, East Anglia 
Mob 07958 517015   F 01322 370091  
E stuart@globalhomegroup.com
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11 Barlow Tyrie will present a selection
of mixed material designs for the 2010
season at Solex (13-15 July, Telford
International Centre). They include the
Loop range, comprising circular and
rectangular tables; lounger; sun lounger
table and stacking armchair. The
designs combine teak with textiline and
high-grade powder coated aluminium.
Tel: 01376 557 600.

12 Nomadic Collections has added two
chairs to its to its dining range: the
Cantilever and Kelly tub chairs, which
offer comfort, style and quality to
dining rooms and restaurants.
Manufactured from long-lasting steel
tube frames and upholstered in a
durable, faux nubuck suede microfibre.
Tel: 01884 855 858.

13 The Pocket Master 600 from Repose,

New products

12

1415

11

part of the Vogue Beds Group, provides
guaranteed comfort and support for a
good night’s sleep, while its sculpture
quilted design is stylish and modern. 
The Pocket Master 600 has a 600 
pocket spring system and hypoallergenic
fillings. It is available as a mattress or
divan, complete with drawers. 
Tel: 01455 841 257.

14 Recently
introduced by
Kingstown Furniture,
a British manufacturer
of value for money,
assembled furniture,
is the Westbury range
of bedroom furniture.
In a light maple
finish, with a
distinctive black glass
feature, the collection
offers practical
storage options. 
Tel: 01482 717 225
or visit www.
kingstown.co.uk.

15 Edel Telenzo Carpets has made its
Centrepoint plain carpet available for
national distribution in both cut length
and full rolls. It coordinates with the
striped Tube collection, comprising the
pinstriped Mainline, wide-striped 
Jubilee and multi-striped Piccadilly. 
Tel: 01422 374 417.

13
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© Image copyright Mercedes-Benz Limited

F EDMONDSON & SONS
f u r n i t u r e t r a n s p o r t

For  fu r ther  in fo rmat ion  and to  d i scuss  your
requirements please call +44 (0)1524 382211
or email garry@edmondsonfreight.co.uk

Specialising in the collection, distribution and
delivery of furniture throughout Europe for
manufacturers, retailers and private clients,
F Edmondson & Sons is a family owned company
with a proud heritage spanning six decades.

Where we go
� Europe
� UK
� Ireland

What we do
� Nationwide delivery service
� Bookings for all deliveries
� Home/Site deliveries
� Full loads/Part loads
� Receiving containers &

Redelivering of goods
� Storage/Stock records
� Seven day week service
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16 The Plantation Rug Company is set
to launch Brighton Rock, a piece of
floor art that adds retro vibes to the
home. Power loomed with 100%
Berclon, Brighton Rock is available in
two rectangle sizes. The Plantation Rug
Company will launch its full new
collection in July 2009. Tel: 0161 430
8700 or visit www.plantationrug.co.uk.

17 Osmo UK has combined creative
design and protection to produce
Wood Max Finish Creativ. Not only does
it offer visual enhancement, but also a
finish that maintains the natural
characteristics of wood. It can be used
as a transparent or opaque finish and
has a choice of eight colours that can
be mixed together. Tel: 01296 481 220.

18 Jaymart now markets the improved
Closed Construction version of
Milliken’s high technology entrance
matting. This gives better performance,

New products

better dimensional stability and easier
cleaning. Jaymart is the sole distributor
of the closed silver system. Obex Closed
is manufactured using UV resistant PVC
for supreme performance and durability.
It comes in two formats in interlocking
tiles to suit matwells in heavy traffic
situations. Tel: 01373 864 926.

19 Victoria Carpets has introduced a
number of innovative launches,
including Tree Bark. The 100% wool
range is available in 4m widths. It has
six shades, all with the same ground
colourings, making it an easy choice to
work with in all manner or decorations.
Tel: 01562 749 300.

20 From Breasley is the Amor
Collection, created for bricks and mortar
retailers only. Amor is a range of high
quality, attractive mattresses, honed
from years of experience from the
country’s largest vacuum-packed

mattress producer. Using clever design
techniques, the products look
contemporary while meeting consumers’
needs for quality, comfort and looks. 
Tel: 01629 823 680.

18
20

16 17

19
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We’ve got the nose
for a good story

Breaking news - every weekday

www.furnishingreport.com

U N C O M P R O M I S I N G I N T E G R I T Y..  U N P A R A L L E L E D R E S U LT S .

Copyright 2009 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation

Serving the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom

“The result - over 35% of our annual turnover in
22 days, clearing dead stock, discontinued lines,

and lots of new orders, all whilst still 
maintaining a good margin.”

Chris Barrow, Owner
Barrow Clark Furnishers

North Devon
18th April 2009

For nearly a century,  retailers have depended
on the Lynch Sales Company to be there through thick
and thin, helping them reduce inventory while
improving cash flow and profits. And today is no
different.  Regardless of economic climate, you can
depend on our 95 years of stability, because we have
helped our retail clients weather every economic
storm since 1914. 

In fact, we originated the entire concept
of promotional sales to generate cash, expand or
change location, remodel stores, or update your
inventory – all designed to make successful stores even
more successful, without the gimmicks promised by
liquidators.

Isn’t this the perfect time for a Lynch Sale
event? OUR clients are doing substantial business even
during these harsh economic times. Call today for an
outline of our copyrighted SALE PLANS. Find out how
a Lynch Sale can help your business weather the
current storm and prepare for the future.   

There’s never
been a better
time to call us
than times like
these.

CONTACT GARETH PRICE
1 STANLEY ROAD, EMSWORTH, HAMPSHIRE PO10 7BD

TEL: (0) 1243 378369 
WWW.LYNCHSALES.CO.UK

®
LYNCH

Saless Company
Establishedd 1914
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Ecommerce

ONLINE ACTION
SHOPPING HABITS
Having a website has never been so important,
but how consumers use them is changing

How shoppers find retailers’ websites is
changing, with paid for links used less
and social networking websites becoming
more popular.

‘Search engines are the primary source
of traffic for almost all online retailers,
and a typical ecommerce website in the
UK, receives two in every five visits from a
search engine,’ says Robin Goad, Hitwise
director of research. ‘However, the
proportion of search traffic that comes
from paid listings fell from 27.8% in
March 2008 to 22.5% in March 2009. 

Retailers are among the biggest users
of paid search in the UK which has

70% of people have a computer 

contributed to an overall decline in paid
search rates, he says. In March, 9.4% of
all search engine traffic in the UK was
from paid listings, down from 12.1%.

The proportion of traffic online retailers
receive from social networking websites
such as Facebook, Twitter, MySpace and
YouTube, increased from 5.2% in March
2008 to 7.1% in March 2009. 

‘Social networks are a relatively small
but fast growing source of traffic for
online retailers,’ says Goad. ‘At present,
only a minority of retailers pick up a
significant amount of traffic from social
networks, but many of those that do

have seen a positive impact on traffic.’ 
Fashion retailer Asos has a strong

presence on Facebook and in March
received 13.3% of its traffic from the
social network. Online bookseller
Abebooks receives a quarter of all its UK
Internet traffic from social networks, more
than it gets from search engines. 

‘These and other examples illustrate
that a retailer’s success on a social
network has less to do with products or
demographics than it does with
effectively engaging with an online
community,’ reckons Goad.

Research by Nielsen Online found 
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Classic is back
EL31

4ft. Breakfront sideboard
h. 82cm ~ d. 39cm ~ w. 122cm

EL45
2 Door bow display cabinet with mirror & lights
h. 178cm ~ d. 32cm ~ w. 84cm
All display cabinets come as standard with bevelled glass, mirrors and lights

EL62B
4ft 6in x 2ft 6in (137cm x 76cm)
Executive desk
All desks and filing cabinets available
with a choice of red, green, tan or blue
leather tops

EL123
Bow front, wide screen corner TV
h. 63cm ~ d. 51cm ~ w. 118cm

All TV consoles are on castors

01132 444499 • www.kelvinfurniture.com • mail@kelvinfurniture.com
New 24 page colour brochure now available

MAKEE THEE SWITCHH -- CUTT COSTS

YOUU CANN AFFORDD IT
Thee LOWW COSTT I.T.. solutionn iss here 

Any size of store - 90 pence per day, per user*

Fully Integrated System

Sales & Purchase Orders

Included

Stock Control (Unit & Bulk)

Multi-Branch & Warehouse 

Barcoding & Container Orders

Profit Margin Monitoring 

Financial Accounting 

Website Integration

Mail Merge with Targeting

Online Customer Order Tracking

Delivery Text Alerts for Customers

Custom Management Reports

Price Tickets & Price Point

AIS Members Catalogue Upload

Postcode Lookup

Customer Service Suite 

De-Branding Module

Delivery Scheduling 

Zero Setup costs 

Free 30 Day Trial & Demo

Free Training & Tutorials

Free Data Transfer of Stock 

Free Customer Migration

Free Customised Printing

Free Tech Support for life 

Free Order Tracking Website 

For more information
call or email:

08712 20 64 64 
info@retailsystem.com* minimum 5 users. Financial Accounting & Postcoder are optional and incur an additional charge

*

Are you using an old fashioned or costly computer system? 
...or no system at all?  

We transfer your data from your old system, or help you setup from scratch 
 - seamlessly and for FREE

*

NEW FOR 2009

KOZEESOFT 
POCKET SPRUNG 

LUXURY BESPOKE KNITTED
MICROQUILTED PANELS

UNIQUE BORDER DESIGN 
1000 POCKET SPRINGS

NEW FOR 2009

SILVERSAFE
BONNELL SPRUNG 

KNITTED DAMASK COVER
WITH SILVER YARN FOR

ANTI- MICROBIAL
ANTIBACTERIAL

ANTI-ODOUR
PROPERTIES

Hick Lane Bedding Ltd 
Ravensthorpe industrial Estate

Low Mill Lane
Dewsbury 

West Yorkshire
WF13 3LX 

Tel  : 01924 526789
Fax : 01924 526790/1

 info@kozeesleep.co.uk
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(Interiors Monthly, April 2009).
One alternative is to use a white label

website, such as Your Department Store.
Launched at the end of 2008, it is
attracting around one retailer a fortnight,
offering customised websites while using
the local strength of the retailer’s brand. 

‘What we have done is remove virtually
all the barriers and back office hassle,’
says David Ruddiman, YDS chairman. ‘It
makes high-level Internet retailing an
affordable and real proposition and gives
independents the wherewithal to launch
a safe and secure, customised website for
a fraction of the cost it would take to
develop their own. For the retailer that
means no stock commitment, no loading
of products, no transport issues and no
stock control.’ 

that the number of consumers visiting
retailers’ websites in the home and
garden sector jumped by a fifth in the last
quarter of 2008 to 11.4m unique visitors.

‘This is encouraging for the retail sector
in 2009 as people aren’t coming online
just for small-ticket, everyday items like
CDs and groceries, but are increasingly
looking to buy all manner of items, from
clothes for all the family to furniture
across the entire house,’ says Alex
Burmaster, Nielsen Online
communications director.

According to the company, 70% of
people have a computer and the average
Briton spent 22 hours and 20 minutes
online in April, a rise of 34% on 2008.

According to Hitwise, B&Q was the
most visited home and garden sector
retailer in April, followed by Next Day DIY,
Screwfix Direct, Homebase, Ikea, Wickes,
Mothercare, Laura Ashley, Focus and
Wilkinson Plus. Argos is the second most
visited retail website generating £1.1bn
of online sales. Marks & Spencer (sixth),
Next (10th), Tesco Direct (12th) and John
Lewis (14th) are ranked under a different
category.

What is also changing is how retailers
operate their online offering. Setting up
and running a website can be expensive,
especially when items such as product
photography, marketing, national delivery
and aftersales costs and keeping it up to
date are included.

Julian Field, Furniture123 chief
executive believes these costs are
equivalent to that of stores and says
online retailers cannot sell products at a
significant discount. ‘In our experience, if
you do not charge prices that are
comparable to those of bricks and mortar
retailers you are unlikely to be profitable.
This is a lesson that some newer online
retailers are still learning,’ he says

28 Interiors Monthly  June  2009

Ecommerce

At Home Furnishings, Stockton, CB
Furnishings, Northallerton and Hatfields,
Colchester are among those that have
recently joined. 

Hatfields was impressed that its
hatfields2go.co.uk website was set up so
quickly. ‘We were amazed to have a fully
transactional website up and running
within just two weeks – and for a fraction
of the cost of our previous, non-trading
website,’ says Andrew London, Hatfields
md. ‘I had total confidence in the team
thanks to their knowledge and expertise
in the furniture and ecommerce sectors.
Although the site has only been live for a
couple of weeks we have already
achieved tremendous footfall – the same
amount our previous website took three
years to achieve.’ 

More traffic is coming from social networking websites such as YouTube

Hatfields and

Gilberts have

joined white

label website

Your

Department

Store 
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Ecommerce

Argos has online sales of £1.1bn

Yourfloors.co.uk has received more than 300,000 hits since its
launch last autumn, backed by a multi-channel marketing
campaign of national advertising, PR, Pay Per Click on Google,
search engine optimisation and affiliate marketing.

After consumer research earlier this year, improvements were
made in May to update the look and products, making the
customer journey an easier process. Improvements include:
� New homepage with links and information pages clearly
highlighting key messages such as free samples and the
yourfloors.co.uk guarantee.
� Flooring guide – to help consumers understand the
difference between fibres and styles.
� Bringing the gallery and inspirational landing pages to the
forefront to enthuse consumers. 
� A four step guide on how to use the website and what the
website is. 
� A new refine search allowing consumers to search visually

by colour and using a tick box refine search so consumers can
instantly see what choices they have. 
� A freephone 0800 helpdesk number. 
� Find your local retailer search box on the homepage.
� Fitting and accessories page – information on the aftersales
service and what additional services the retailer can offer.
� Order samples direct from yourfloors.co.uk and on the
retailer websites.
� A new calculator and check measurements facility with a
24-hour turnaround service for consumers to double-check
their requirements and quantity.

The company says it has already started to see the benefit of
these developments, which are converting hits into sample
requests and ultimately more orders.

Yourfloors has another national advertising campaign
planned to start in September and run across the autumn
generating more consumer interest and traffic to the website. 

Enhancements prompt more hits for Yourfloors
©
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Buying groups

Members receive SMG’s magazines and newsletters

suppliers (providing the member holds a
direct account). SMG Approved Suppliers
can then access their account via the
system and receive, acknowledge and
update orders on a direct basis.

In light of the financial climate, SMG
has recently added several business
support services. In February 2009, it
teamed up with a preferential fuel
provider allowing members to take
advantage of the group purchasing
power to ensure they pay the most
competitive rates. The service is
supported by web-based technology to
provide all the information members
need to manage and control fuel costs. 

Another addition is waste
management. Due to the new waste
regulations and inevitable price increases,
making sure members have the best price
for their waste disposal is important.

This year SMG made its in-house
magazines available online. Members
who receive SMG eNews (SMG’s
fortnightly email newsletter) receive the
magazine by email as well as by post.

The group continues to support British

manufacturers and has refreshed the 
‘4 Britain’ campaign it launched in 2000.
The message is the same and just as clear
– support the manufacturers and
suppliers who support you.

SMG is always interested in hearing
from forward thinking professional
retailers wanting to help themselves and
other like-minded individuals secure a
stable and profitable future for the
independent retail sector. SMG has a
steady ongoing recruitment campaign
aimed at maintaining the current
membership level, however it does not
target members of other buying groups.

The main criterion for membership is
financial creditworthiness, established
bona fide retail premises and a
professional attitude towards standard
accepted retail practices and consumer
service. Carpet Foundation Registered
Specialists are particularly welcome. 

For retailers who have not yet joined a
buying group, SMG’s advice is simple –
there are many benefits associated with
membership of a buying group, make
sure your business doesn’t miss out.

SMG has 315 members who operate 380
stores and this year celebrates its 40th
anniversary. To mark this, it has launched
Windsor Twist under the new 
Anniversary Carpet Collection brand,
suitable for extra heavy domestic use.
Two further ranges, Highgrove Heather
and Arundel Twist will soon be launched
into the collection. 

These carpets complement each other;
they are both 80% wool rich twists with
a pile weight of 50oz, one is plain, the
other heather. Each range has 18 colours
and available in 4m and 5m widths.

The SMG Approved Supplier portfolio is
predominantly British and includes most
major brands including many Carpet
Foundation manufacturing partners.

The group’s central purchasing scheme
guarantees payment to suppliers within
seven working days. Prices to members
are the same as those negotiated by
SMG. Goods are shipped direct from the
manufacturers using their transport,
eliminating the extra costs of separate
warehousing and double handling. 

The SMG Retail Business System is an
online ordering and information resource
for members and approved suppliers. It
allows retailers to access confidential
prices, catalogues, place orders, receive
acknowledgements and delivery details.
Each approved supplier has an automatic
link to its website. 

To get maximum benefit, the system is
regularly updated with membership
news.

The online ordering process is user
friendly and intuitive. Members can place
SMG Orderlink orders and some direct
orders via the system, receive
acknowledgements, product information
updates and despatch dates giving
complete control over their orders. 

The Order Direct facility allows
members to place orders directly with

SMG
ALL TOGETHER
Being a member of a buying group isn’t just about
better prices – many other benefits are on offer
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carpet
s e l e c t  c o l l e c t i o n

st

Nationwide opportunities exist for new members

to join the UK's strongest buying group now.

METRO GROUP gives me the lowest prices

Our exclusive rebate scheme substantially 

rewards members retailing many of the 

best-selling ranges in the UK - ranges you 

are probably selling already

Metro Group. Metro House,  21 Chorley New Road, Bolton. BL1 4QR. Tel: (01204) 393539

“ I EARNED OVER £10,000 

ADDITIONAL REBATE LAST YEAR 

SELLING THE BEST PRODUCTS IN 

THE MARKETPLACE”

John Keyworth

Islandwide Carpets

Isle of Wight

The Metro Group negotiates the lowest prices on a wide portfolio of 

the best selling ranges from the UK's leading suppliers.

Subsidised professional displays and our Carpet 1st branding gives 

you the opportunity to obtain higher margins, plus a very substantial 

rebate.

In the summer Metro launch a new ecommerce consumer website, 

directing customers to our nearest member's personalised website 

selling Carpet1st ranges at healthy margins. We maintain and update 

your site and do all the hard work, leaving you to develop new customers.

JOIN THE UK's LEADING BUYING 

GROUP - MAKE MORE PROFIT

email: dek@carpet1st.co.uk

There are many other benefits to membership but we believe you 

should be able to measure these benefits in terms of extra profit, 

leaving you free to run your business your way.

If you want to make more profit NOW, give us a call, and talk to us in 

absolute confidence. It could be the best thing you ever do for your 

business.

CALL, WRITE OR EMAIL NOW FOR MORE 

DETAILS IN ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE
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Buying groups

GREENDALE
TAILORED SUPPORT
Gimmicks are not on the agenda for this group, 
preferring to offer the best value and quality

‘In today’s testing market conditions the
benefits of being in the Greendale group
are seen even more clearly. We offer our
members access to the widest range of
own-label carpets all selected, renamed
and in most cases stocked in our modern
purpose built warehouse,’ says Rob
Harding, Greendale md. 

‘By stocking in our own facility we are
able to negotiate much better prices than
non-stocking groups and this is then
passed on to members enabling
increased margin to be made on industry
leading ranges as well as continental roll-
only product normally only available
through wholesalers at higher prices.’

He says the group ‘does not offer
gimmicks such as rebates’, preferring to
provide the lowest possible prices to all
members irrespective of size throughout
the year backed by an aggressive twice
yearly sale. 

Greendale offers more than 100 own-
label ranges across all product types
covering retail price points from under
£10per sqm to £100per sqm. Members

Greendale holds vast stocks at its Hereford warehouse

are supported by a dedicated sales office,
customer service and warehouse
operation backed by national deliveries
on Victoria Carpets’ transport fleet.

‘During the last 12 months the group
has sourced and marketed a group of
exclusive ranges that offer members
outstanding price competitiveness and
margin opportunities,’ says Harding. 

These ranges are stocked at the
Hereford warehouse and jointly marketed
with Flooring One under different names,
enabling independent retailers the chance
to be in a group with buying power to
match the multiple retailers.

Ranges are supported by a
comprehensive offering of wall and free-
standing in-store units including lecterns,
tombolas and dedicated units for key
product groups including naturals with
complementary POS. The variety of the
Greendale range means most members
give a large area of their store to the
products, according to Harding.

In addition to sourcing the exclusive
ranges, Greendale has recently developed

the upmarket Elizabeth Grieves Collection
carpet range. 

‘As befits the most upmarket group, the
new collection offers differentiated
upmarket premium priced ranges for the
more discerning carpet purchaser who
tends to shop in our members stores,’ he
says. 

Backed by dedicated in-store support
material, the range is designed to allow
members to target higher margin orders
from older, more affluent customers who
are currently a key group.

‘Greendale offers its members
geographic exclusivity and tailored
individual support. This, plus the
products available, means that the group
is consistently outperforming the market.
Greendale continues to seek new
members in areas that are not covered
and can offer them a potent mix of
geographic, product and brand
differentiation,’ says Harding.
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You have the option of Central Purchasing facilities giving access to a wider range of products at competitive prices

There are so many benefits associated with Membership of SMG The National 
Carpet & Flooring Group. Here are just a few to whet your appetite...

You enjoy the best prices, permanent discounts and rebate schemes that are available from the leading Manufacturers
and Suppliers within the Carpet, Flooring, Furniture and Bed Industries

Consumer Finance, Insurance and Training Arrangements

You have access to the unique SMG Business Support Helpline Service offering Free Legal, Accountancy & Personnel Advice

You receive regular newsletters, promotional material and an ongoing programme of promotional events

An exclusive online Retail Business System that provides electronic ordering and marketing information

Gain ‘New Business’ Opportunities including Insurance Replacement Introductions

You gain the peace of mind that the Group’s Negotiating Team have many years of Industry and Retail experience

You will be amongst 320 fellow retailers who share the desire to survive in an increasingly difficult and competitive market

Exclusive ‘Own Brand’ Collections of Carpets and Vinyls

If you would like to know more about the most progressive retail support group in the UK Carpet and Flooring Industry
please contact SMG’s Director of Group Development, Tony Lavers on 0118 932 3832. Alternatively visit www.smg-group.co.uk

Celebrating our 40th Anniversary

The Ultimate in Independent 

Buyingg Power
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METRO
IRRESISTIBLE CASE
The group will soon launch customised 
ecommerce websites for its members

‘The case for combining your buying
power with many others has always been
a strong one, and the demise of
independents in so many retail fields
shows how irresistible the case has
become today,’ according to David
Kipping, Metro Group chief executive.

Retailing law has become more
complicated and consumers increasingly
sophisticated and demanding, leaving
too many business owners working in
their business rather than
working on it, he says. 

‘There are so many areas
where the strength of a
buying group can help
forward thinking retailers
to survive and thrive –
even in difficult economic
conditions – and in a
rapidly changing retail
market. The Internet has
shown how essential it is
to embrace new
technologies and keep
ahead of the competition.
A good buying group
should be able to guide
members through this
minefield,’ he explains.

In light of this, the group is shortly
launching a consumer website for
members. It will also be building websites
customised to each member, using the
name of their business, selling the
group’s Carpet 1st branded ranges. 

‘This gives each member their own
personalised website, selling less price
sensitive own-label products, backed up
with a free 24-hour sample service. Even
members who can barely switch on a
computer will have a superb online store.
As the main website directs consumers to
the nearest member, members can
promote their websites locally, while
making good margins,’ he says.

The group’s rebate scheme has had a
major impact, offering rebates up to 7.5%
on Carpet 1st branded ranges. These
include almost all the bestselling ranges
from the top UK suppliers. 

‘Members are paid quarterly, with
some earning more than £10,000 a year
extra profit,’ says Kipping.

The members-only website is popular,
providing price lists, offers, diary dates,
contact lists and group information. It

also features
training material,
covering sales,
customer service,
advertising,
running a
business and
even installation,
available in
written, audio
and video
formats.

Kipping says the group is keen to add
new members. ‘Our offer, compared to
the other buying groups, is particularly
strong at this time and we want to take
advantage of this by further
strengthening our membership.’

He says the prospect of mergers
between buying groups is unlikely in the
near future. 

‘It is clear from our experience, that
outright mergers are very complicated
and time consuming, and divert us from
the real job in hand. The notion of
bringing 350 to 400 members together
quickly has its advantages, but we have
shown that the same result can be had,
by obtaining a greater level of support
from our existing members. Metro is
focused on developing that support even
further, while bringing in some good
members who would like to join us.’ 

So what does he have to say to
retailers that are not members of a
buying group?

‘Talk to us in confidence. It certainly
won’t cost you anything to find out what
you may be missing – and it may be the
best thing you could do for your business
right now. Many of you will have built a
sound business doing things your way.

We believe in
encouraging 
you to continue
in that, but offer
additional
opportunities to
develop your
business for 
the future.
Metro is
committed to
helping our
members make
more profit –
that’s the
bottom line.’

The Carpet 1st

website directs

consumers to retailers
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FLOORING ONE
IT’S MORE THAN PRICE
Differentiation and offering a wide 
variety of support is vital for this group

ACG
PROMOTE THE BENEFITS
Retailers need to be informed about what buying 
groups can do for them, before making a choice

There is more to buying groups that just
price, according to Glenn Harding,
Flooring One controller. 

Most buying groups will have similar
prices across the full range of products,
depending on individual products,
promotional offers or rebates, but, ‘It’s
about offering other things,’ he says.

He highlights the group’s central
payment system that guarantees payment
to suppliers, as an example.

Another aspect is the group’s
marketing support. The annual marketing
manual contains a large selection of
advertisement templates that members
can use for their own Press campaigns.
This year’s collection has been updated

to make the advertisements more flexible
and reflect the demand for more
promotional style advertisements. These
stress the retailer’s branding, rather than
that of the buying group. About half of
the group’s members regularly use the
templates.

Flooring One is also helping to
produce interactive online training for
retailers, suitable for all members of staff.
This removes the need for employees to
be away from stores with training periods
as short as 15 minutes.

The group is undertaking some 
joint-buying with the Greendale buying
group. Harding says this has helped
differentiate the group, creating four

opportunities for its members:
� Thanks to increased buying power it
can source products it would not have
been able to do so on its own. 
� It can achieve better pricing.
� It can provide exclusive versions of
existing products such as different
weights.
� It can have products developed that
only the members of the two groups will
have access to.

The group is keen to recruit members,
but Harding points out that Flooring One
has specific criteria, such as being
financially secure and fitting alongside the
market positioning of its existing
membership.

Richard Moore, ACG membership
executive says buying groups have a
bright future as long as they become
more pro-active. 

‘This will only be achieved by working
side by side with their suppliers to
develop ideas and initiatives, which will
ultimately benefit both parties. It takes
two to tango and providing the
enthusiasm and commitment is present
from all parties the groups will remain
extremely effective.’ 

He says the independent sector has
seen significant success at the expense of
multiples. 

‘Buying groups can take a lot of credit

for this by supporting and ensuring the
independent retailer remains ahead for
service and value. How many other
industries can boast that?’

Moore says sophisticated marketing
initiatives benefit ACG and its members. 

‘The main aims of advertising and
consumer promotion is ultimately to
attract new customers as well as
reminding existing customers what
excellent value and service we offer.
Collectively, independent retailers 
can be very powerful fulfilling our
potential to take even more market 
share. This can only be achieved 
when all the members focus and support

the suppliers that support them,’ he says.
ACG has attracted 70 new retailers in

the past four years, bringing the number
to 242. Moore is keen to add to this,
particularly in the South East and South
West of the UK, because retailers that are
not members of a buying group are
missing out, he says. 

‘Why would more than 1,300 fiercely
independent retailers be already members
of various groups? You can only make an
informed decision by talking and learning
about what they offer, which costs
nothing. Although groups have all similar
aims they do work very differently from
each other. Some will suit, some will not.’
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Wood

ATKINSON & KIRBY
PROUD TO BE BRITISH
For more than a century the company has been 
making high quality hardwood flooring 

Atkinson & Kirby has had a proud history
of making hardwood flooring for more
than 105 years. 

‘When our customers have a problem
sourcing something a little different we
will try to solve their problem for them. 
A clear case of this was the recent
refurbishment of the Eurostar terminal at
St Pancras International Station in
London. 

‘The architect wanted a very specific
look for the floors in the main departure
and arrival areas as well as in some other
areas. We were approached and asked if
we could manufacture and supply more
than 6,000sqm of FSC certified Jatoba to
very exacting dimensions and standards. 

‘Our first reaction was yes of course,
and then we started to try to find that
quantity of certified lumber, which wasn’t
easy. However our craftsman’s work is
now there for all to see,’ says the
company.

The company takes its quality control

Concept II offers 18 colours including turquoise and flame red

very seriously, setting out exacting
tolerances and conducting spot checks
on the mills during manufacture. All
products have a final quality check before
despatch to its Ormskirk warehouse.

‘We are proud in this day and age to
remain to be a British manufacturer of
quality hardwood flooring and
accessories. We have a team of time-
served, skilled craftsmen handling every
piece of timber that goes through the
factory. Our reputation for supplying only
quality products is what our success is
built on, so our team is very important.
We are also very proud of the fact that
many of our staff have been with us all of
their working lives.’

The company says that while distinctive
exotic species are increasing in popularity,
oak is still by far the favourite across all
sectors, with fuming and staining oak
increasingly popular. 

‘Structural engineered boards are now
being understood by our customers. 

They are starting to realise that an
engineered board will perform better
than a solid board. Engineered flooring
can be used on certain types of
underfloor heating systems where a solid
timber could not.’

Concept II flooring is a testament to its
manufacturing ability. Manufactured on a
bespoke basis, every floor is made to a
specific customer order. 

‘The 18 colour variations truly are
distinctive. Other coloured real hardwood
floors are available in the market but
none as vibrant or with the same breadth
of colour palette as Concept II. All
Concept II floors are finished with
Hardwax Oil and give a durable finish
that can be easily maintained.’ 

The company also provides free
maintenance products with each order.
Concept II continues where Concept
leaves off, the major differences are that
Concept is finished with a natural oil and
is available in more traditional colours.
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IN THE ZONE
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Displays of row upon row of beds should be a thing 
of the past, but how can retailers make sure it is?

Walk into a bed store or department and
the chances are that you’ll see a sea of
white rectangles arranged in regimented
lines, allowing about a foot in between.
Viewed from above, the scene could look
like a campsite that Sir William Alexander
Smith would have been proud of.

But increasingly retailers are being
given the opportunity to be different and
get consumers interested in beds and
their varying benefits, rather than seeing
them as merely a distress purchase.

So what are companies doing to help
retailers make their displays more
attractive and interesting to shoppers?

Kate Hardcastle, Insight with Passion
partner believes shoppers feel slightly
resentful that they are buying something
uninspiring – it’s not going to be parked
on the drive, or in pride of place in the
front room. It is going into the private

Conventional POS is being replaced by in-store audio and video channels

domain, the one door of the house that
remains closed when visitors call. In-store
they are faced with a sea of cream beds,
or naked bed frames, all in rows with
little differential, apart from a badge or
confusing terminology.

She urges retailers to approach the area
as a consumer. ‘Do you feel encouraged

– even keen to try a bed in-store? Is the
lighting abrasive and harsh? I can never
emphasise enough the importance of
good lighting in-store – it will pay
dividends. When displaying beds consider
a slightly softer approach to lighting;
filtered lighting may help.’

Creating privacy, such as with the
Tempur Sleep Cabins, is important as the
consumer does not want to be on show.
‘Soft voile panels can be dropped to
separate the area, create interest and
install some privacy.’

Hardcastle recommends developing an
USP explaining why the consumer should
buy a bed from you. But it must be
communicated clearly in-store, such as:
‘We’ve been creating good nights’ sleep
for over 50 years’. 

If bedroom displays look or feel like an
ashamed area or afterthought that 

‘Consumers want
to be sold an

image, a lifestyle or
a vision, and that is
where retail displays

play such an
important role’
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Discover a stylish collection of highly individual furniture your customers will love.
Every piece of Woodside furniture is designed and manufactured to the very highest standards. 
So whatever you choose, quality is guaranteed. Call one of our agents today
for an exclusive appointment to visit our trade showroom.

South: Gary Priday - 07968 112403 
North: Eddie Haetzman - 07968 112414 
Scotland: Ian Crowther - 07930 314077

Woodside Furniture Ltd., 
Unit 4, Wreakes Lane, Dronfield, Derbyshire S18 1LN
T: 0114 229 0741  W: woodsidefurniture.co.uk

Five distinctive ranges
one inspired choice
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Somnus has invested in literature for stockists

may penetrate to the consumer. Creating
a beautifully designed bedroom taster at
the front of the store, is one way of
getting over this problem.

She stresses that retailers should ask
themselves why the consumer should
buy a bed from them and suggests they
make their intentions clear. 

‘Shoppers are looking for your
expertise! Could sales staff wear an extra
line on their name-badge or have a
plaque on the wall as a reference point?

This will communicate to the consumer
that you are serious about the bed
business,’ says Hardcastle.

Evoking consumers’ senses costs little
and has benefits. Let the consumer touch
and feel the products, and try using a
gentle lavender or soothing scent in the
area. Avoid local radio stations and
background music, but ‘be clever and fit
in with your own brand and try serving a
hot chocolate or Horlicks as a novel twist
on tea or coffee,’ she suggests.

Another way to inspire consumers is by
going digital. Watching TV in bed may
have become an accepted pastime for
many consumers and using digital
signage to actually sell the bed, or to
develop sales of any domestic furniture, is
also becoming part of everyday retailing
life, reckons Richard Smith, Kaleidovision
head of business development. 

‘Conventional printed POS display
material, whether tired and torn posters
or faded window stickers, is gradually
being replaced by in-store audio and
video channels which can be tailored to
support the store’s own aims and to
target its specific customer base,’ he says.

Upgrading in-store displays and POS
material to this level need not be any
more complicated than re-stocking
ancient literature dispensers or replacing
gaudy shelf-talkers, according to Smith. 

‘With help from the right suppliers,
establishing an in-store channel to 
display controlled imagery or play
specially-selected background music is
not as costly in cash or commitment as
many fear,’ he says.

Kaleidovision offers a range of media
networks tailored to meet the needs of
retail outlets, with solutions both for
individual stores and chains. Each system
is conceived and installed as a bespoke
package, with hardware, software,
origination and content managed by the
company. 

‘Although this may begin with the
selection of music profiled to match
customer demographics or a marketing
brief, clients can ultimately be provided
with what becomes their own TV
channel, broadcast via screens at strategic
locations throughout the store. Site-
specific content can be changed when
required to accommodate variables like
pricing information, product features,
special offers or seasonal promotions. 
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The latest bedroom and lounge/dining furniture brochure from
Kingstown Furniture Limited features the all new, sophisticated
and ultra cool, high gloss Mono – available in black or white.

Request your copy from 01482 717225
or email: sales@kingstown.co.uk

Kingstown Furniture Ltd
Victoria House

Leads Road
Hull

East Yorkshire
HU7 0BZ

BEDROOM & LOUNGE
FURNITURE
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Komfi Zone’s aim is to create the best environment in which to sell Komfi beds

to sell a product, so practical features
such as literature stands, space to view
and test products and sales desks also
need to be considered.’

The company plans to install 20 Zones
at its leading stockists. 

Whittell says the concept illustrates
how important it is – now more than
ever before – for suppliers and
manufacturers to work together with
retailers when it comes to POS and 
in-store displays. 

‘Righteous & Co is one of our longest
standing and most loyal customers, and
our working partnership with it is
exemplified in the support and
investment we have given to create this
first Komfi Zone.’

As with most studio-type installations,
retailers have to give space and other
commitments. 

‘We are looking for other retailers 
who can offer a similar level of
commitment to the brand, including a
guarantee of staff product training 

The generation of revenue through the
sale of in-store airtime is another option,’
he explains.

Short-range wireless technology 
such as Bluetooth provides the potential
for customers to interact with media in-
store via their mobile phones. Customers
could download product information
and competitions or incentives could be
flagged to customers as they pass the
store or linger at the doorway, inviting
them to download a message to obtain
further details. 

‘This is designed to entice into the
store, encourage them to stay longer 
and make them more likely to return,’
says Smith.

Mattress and bed company Komfi has
launched the first of its dedicated spaces
– the Komfi Zone – at one of its key retail
accounts, Righteous & Co in Mansfield
Woodhouse, Nottinghamshire.

Phillip Whittell, Komfi md says the
Zones create a unique environment for
Komfi beds and mattresses to ensure the

brand is positioned in the right way.
‘Everything from lighting through to

flooring and featured wall coverings is
important when it comes to selling a
brand’s image. As well as wanting a
great product that offers outstanding
value for money, consumers want to be
sold an image, a lifestyle or a vision, and
that is where retail displays play such an
important role,’ he says.

‘Ultimately though, the aim is to create
the best possible environment in which

‘In-store audio and
video channels can

be tailored to
support the store’s
own aims and to
target its specific
customer base’
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A Breath of Fresh Air

Breasley - the UK’s largest producer of vacuum packed mattresses have used all of their technical  

know how to create this stunning range of mattresses solely for the ‘bricks and mortar’ retailers.

A range with contemporary looks packed with design features and benefits for better sleep coupled with  

a comprehensive POS package to visually enhance your showroom can only be a breath of fresh air.

In these difficult times, Breasley have taken the bold step in producing
yet another range of superb mattresses

Outlast Quilted Coolsport Quilted Quilted Cover

30 years of innovation in bedding products

Some of the products in the range
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and a minimum space allocated to the
products. In return they will be 
provided with a fully decorated display
area and a commitment to regular
servicing of fittings and literature stands,’
says Whittell.

For Somnus, branding and marketing
support is vital. It has developed an 
in-store display system it believes
reinforces the quality and integrity of the
brand. The system is crafted in stained
timber and modern materials with
integral graphics and lighting to enhance
product appeal and ambience. 

The Somnus Studio concept has been
introduced for retailers to style a modern
environment to create customer
confidence and provide detailed
information for an informed purchase
decision. It was first trialled at To Catch A
Dream’s Harrogate store and is now
being quickly rolled out to other stores.

The company has its own marketing
and graphics department allowing it to
develop a range of marketing support for
stockists, including brochures, advertising
kits, store mailshots, fabric swatches, bed

description panels and display graphics. 
‘Having an in-house graphics team

allows us to develop ideas and materials
quickly; they can not only now design
brochures, poster boards and other
marketing materials, but print and
produce them all as well,’ says Ruth
Spinks, Somnus marketing manager.

She says this is one of the reasons the
brand has progressed so quickly in the
past year. ‘While the industry and many
retailers are struggling in the current
economic climate, Somnus has been

going from strength to strength. I feel
that our strong marketing department
has had a great deal to do with this
growth and development.’

For Sweet Dreams, providing detailed
product information that shoppers can
take home and absorb has been
accompanied by reduced prices, along
with its long-standing reputation for
quick delivery. 

This is provided through its highly
detailed brochure. ‘As well as detailing
specifications and features of all Sweet
Dreams’ branded beds, the brochure
identifies which bed comes in which sizes
and with which storage options – useful
information for salesperson and
consumer alike,’ says Jackie McGarvey,
Sweet Dreams sales manager. 

‘The brochure also shows excellent
photos of Sweet Dreams’ headboard
collection, and other accessories such as
matching upholstered ottomans and
bedside cabinets.’

Sweet Dreams beds can be delivered
within 10 working days to the store, or
delivered directly to the buyer’s home.
Orion and Andromeda, from the Comfort
collection, are available with a 10%
reduction, while Lupin, also from
Comfort, and Glenville and Craigmore are
offered at a 7.5% discount.

Informing the consumer and retailer is
also important to Breasley. It has a
comprehensive POS package and
technical support across all its products. 

‘The Salus bed collection has stunning
POS as well as a brochure and a DVD
featuring roomsets and product shots.
The newly launched vacuum packed
mattress collection, Amor, offers POS
support with product shots. The Internet
market is well supported with logos,
illustrations and product shots,’ says
Stuart Hibbert, Breasley Consumer
Products md.

Breasley offers POS, a DVD and a brochure for its Salus Collection 

‘Why should the
consumer buy a
bed from you?

Communicate to
the consumer that

you are serious
about the bed

business’
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GALLERY 22
BY THE BOOK
Selling without lots of samples should
be difficult – but not for this store

Flooring, art and furniture each make up about a third of sales

Visit any carpet store and you will
generally see lots of samples on display to
help the shoppers decide what they want
to buy. But Gallery 22 does things
differently.

In 2004, the Hale, Greater Manchester
store began life as a gallery, hence the
name. Then owner Lesley Mitchell moved
into interiors. She was selling artwork by
Svetlana Filippova and started hiring her
as an interior designer. In 2007 the two
combined to concentrate on Gallery 22.

The store has maintained its extensive
artwork offer (‘we can get you any
paining you want,’ says Mitchell), while
growing its flooring and furniture
business. Each now account for about a
third of sales.

And why is Gallery 22 different? Apart
from the extremely high level of customer
care, it is that it prospers without having
a store full of samples. 

The carpet ‘department’ for example,
consists of half a dozen shelves in the
basement, the majority of which are
taken up by catalogues rather than
samples.

‘We have really nice carpets, not just
80/20 twists: everybody knows what
they are like and it’s just a question of
getting the right colour,’ says Filippova. 

‘We have lots of Crucial Trading,
Alternative Flooring, Alton-Brooke and
German manufacturers that are really
unusual. Textured piles, shag piles and
unique things that are made to order in
any colour, any design – so we design it
and have it made. We tend to have 

‘We only sell them
what they want –
they don’t know
they want it yet’
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Qualityy iss bornn andd bred...
that’s why over 35 manufacturers 
choose British Wool to produce 
350 quality carpet ranges every year.

BRIT ISHH WOOL

aboutwool.com
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Lesley Mitchell and Svetlana Filippova (right)

more unusual things that people haven’t
seen and need to show them, rather than
just plain carpet,’ she says.

Mitchell adds that: ‘99% of the time
the customer has to trust us. And we
have to be sure it’s right for the customer
– if they are going to be disappointed it’s
no good for us. Touch wood, the only
one I can think of was a rug that was the
wrong colour. We only had the one
sample and presumed they would send
us the same rug that we had the sample
of, but it had a bit of brown in it. We
didn’t notice as it was so slight. When
the lady came for it she noticed, and
unfortunately had to wait three months
for the new one as they are all bespoke
made. However, we did sell the rug to
the next customer, as it was such a
beautiful rug.’

to understand what we do.’
Mitchell says they are not a high-

pressure sales team – laughing and
having a good chat with customers is the
predominant sound. Everyone coming in
the store is given a leaflet and asked if
they want to give an email address to
join Gallery 22’s mailing list for
information on shows and events.
Virtually no-one says no. 

‘We only sell them what they want –
they don’t know they want it yet. We’ll
leave things with them, if they don’t like
it they can bring it back.’ 

When visiting customers’ homes they
pick up on the fact that furniture or
decoration has changed, which then
begs the question whether they will also
need a new carpet, rug or a lamp.

Filippova says offering something

Filippova says customers have learned
that not having a product in the store is
not a problem. ‘They know we can get
what they want.’

Many interiors retailers in the area have
failed in recent years, but there is still a
lot of competition. ‘So many businesses
have come and gone in the five years
and within half a mile there are five other
stores,’ says Mitchell.

‘For a lot of stores around here on the
high street you’ll find that daddy owns
the building and they’ve put little Julie 
in there to have a little play at shop or
they are owned by big property
developers and they put the wife in. 

‘We’re not like that. It’s just us. A 
small business, working our socks off
every hour God sends to do the best 
for everybody. It’s trying to get people 

The store switched to interiors in 2007

Bespoke products can be

designed and ordered
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The store relies heavily on brochures and can also source paintings

Customers trust the advice

different from the majority of stores is
key. ‘If you can offer them something that
their neighbours don’t have or haven’t
seen at John Lewis, they are attracted.
Another thing with many carpet shops is
what they sell is what they have. If
people come to us and it’s not quite
right, we’ll have it specially made for
them or source something that is right
for them.’

Stripes, check designs and texture are
important attributes for sales at the
moment.  

‘People like something a bit different.
We’re not doing much with sisal and I
don’t think it’s the right area for it, unlike
two years ago,’ she says.  

‘Texture is popular. We’re not really
asked for wooden flooring and expensive
vinyl. We haven’t been asked for it for

about a year. Stone tiles are popular for
kitchens and maybe throughout the
dining room and kitchen.’

Filippova says she’s not keen on
synthetic products. 

‘If it’s a wooden floor look [you want],
go for wood. OK, if you can’t afford it go
for a good engineered floor. If there is a
choice, go for the actual material rather
than an imitation. And maybe it’s just the
clients we have here, but they do tend to
sway towards natural materials.’

Or maybe they will buy from the book
because they trust Mitchell and
Filippova’s advice to understand what
they want before they realise it
themselves. It is an approach that will not
work for most stores, but it does if you
understand your customers as much as
Gallery 22.

‘99% of the time
the customer has to

trust us. And we
have to be sure it’s

right for the
customer – if they

are going to be
disappointed it’s no

good for us’
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Vinyl

IVC GROUP
SMOOTH OPERATOR
Technological innovation is at the heart 
of the manufacturer’s leading position

With the Leolan and Domo brands, IVC
Group is a market leader in the UK
residential vinyl floor sector.

It has a high technology production
plant in Avelgem, Belgium and makes a
full range of cushioned vinyl. With the
recent introduction of the Stepper range
of luxury vinyl tiles, the company can
now lay claim to having one of the most
diverse vinyl flooring product portfolios. 

‘We are constantly seeking ways to
improve our product spectrum, ensuring
that we can meet the needs and
requirements of all,’ says Francis

Vita

Debrabandere, IVC Group commercial
director. 

‘From the perennially popular wood
and stone effects, to more unusual
interpretations such as water droplets
and even puzzles, our Leolan and Domo
brands cover all bases. This spring and
summer alone we are introducing four
new Leolan ranges in the Wondergrain SR
and Wonderstone SR, the versatile Floors
SR and the extremely comfortable
Texmark SR range,’ he says.

Innovation abounds through the
portfolio of the 25-plus residential

collections. IVC developed technologies
include the Leogrip slip resistant surface,
the Superguard stain resistant system and
the Luxatex textile backing. The
technologies are aimed at improving vinyl
flooring, addressing the worries and
concerns raised by homeowners and
making the material an easy to live with
proposition. Each has been developed
and tested by IVC’s research and
development department, meaning they
are reliable, while allowing the company
to offer performance guarantees across all
its ranges.
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Vinyl

Mikado Galerie

Challanger

Alicante

digs to luxury homes can be equipped.
The flooring medium’s inherent versatility
makes it the ideal candidate to cover
both spectrums, offering the lower end a
cheap yet durable floorcovering and the
upper end a stylish and comfortable
solution to flooring dilemmas.

The introduction of the Stepper LVT has
broadened the spectrum even further,
offering excellent quality with all the style
cues and product innovations expected in
this competitive arena, as Ortwin Top,
IVC Group marketing manager, says:
‘Stepper is our first foray into luxury vinyl

‘Even more importantly, our integration
and the fact that we manufacture all our
products in-house means that we have
been able to filter certain technologies
through to all price points. Consumers
can see our Leogrip and Superguard
logos on floors at the lower end of 
the spectrum which all goes to add
perceived value to the products,’ says
Debrabandere. 

With product thicknesses ranging from
2mm to 4mm, IVC Group caters for all
consumer sectors and price points
meaning that everywhere from student

tile products and we are well aware 
that there are well-established players
already in the market. But our Stepper
product matches these in terms of colour,
performance and style and at a price
point that makes it extremely competitive
and moreover, very attractive to
consumers.’

Stepper will come in 20 designs with
four ‘themes’ in Essential, Silhouette,
Balance and Passion. The floor also
features a ‘peel and stick’ backing aimed
at making the product suitable for DIY
installation.
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Upholstery

Away from Milan’s Rho exhibition
grounds there was plenty of upholstery
to be found in the city centre during
iSaloni (22-27 April). Although there were
fewer designers exhibiting on their own,
a likely impact of the economy, this was
compensated for by the decision of B&B
Italia and Poltrona Frau Group to base
themselves in Zona Tortona. Poltrona
Frau says it had 45,000 registered visitors
to its Design Village.

Celebrating the 40th anniversary of

URBAN DELIGHTS
SITTING IN STYLE
Any visitors to iSaloni who didn’t make to the city 
centre events missed out on some great designs

Alias’s Dehors

Munna’s Corset

Maxalto’s Febo

Piet Boon Zone’s Dieke
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The environment 
is a priority

From the conception to the finish, GAUTIER

is very committed to the selection of materials

used in its production, in order to avoid

rejections and toxic emission:

� Particle board from wood which comes

from managed forests. 

� Hydro UV lacquer without solvents

� Paint guaranteed without heavy metal

� 97% of the production waste are revalorised

These quality and environmental controls

give GAUTIER the benefit of 3 simultaneous

certifications

French manufacturer for
over 50 years

For the past 50 years, the Gautier group

established itself around the world as a

major reference in contemporary furniture.

Gautier is manufacturing in France, design

furniture of very high quality, evolving and

functional, developed to meet any moment

in life:

Living, dining, adult and junior

bedrooms, storage, dressing-room,

bookcases, desks.

Gautier’s creativity

The integrated designer’s team, and the

new product department have the will to

create furniture offering a real quality of life.

The elegance of the lines and the quality of

the materials used, are here to serve the

comfortable, functional, and accessible quality. 

A qualitative manufacturing
process

The production of the Gautier furniture

conceived in a complete respect of the

safety norms, is subjected to a strict

control.

Throughout the production’s process, one

gives a sense of responsibility to every

member of the team on solidity and durability

requirements. The entire Gautier collections

are guaranteed 5 years.

GAUTIER: 
children's furniture

The junior bedrooms which made the

GAUTIER reputation across the world still

seduce as much babies and teenagers.

BLOG, TATOO, CITY, CALICO, SAVANE,

POWER, CALYPSO,  LOLA, STELLA, SPIDER,

TATOO, so many programs which are solid,

functional, playful, and full of trick in order to

express the sleeping arrangement, storage,

office, and studio.

GAUTIER: 
adults' furniture

MANHATTAN, URBAN, SETIS, EXTREME,

NEOS, WAVE, ORIADE, QUARTZ, YOKO,

OXYGENE... All our adults' collections

express the creativity, the comfort and the

good taste. One can underline the warm

intelligence, the friendliness of the

dining/living rooms, comfort and sense of

details in the bedrooms and dressing rooms.

Our new catalogue will be available at the

end of June.

P r e m i u m  F r e n c h  F u r n i t u r e  B r a n d

Gautier UK 

Unit 4 - Curo Park - Frogmore 

St Albans - HERTS - AL2 2DD 

Tel. : 01 727 877 977 

Fax : 01 727 877 988 

martyn@gautier.co.uk

www.gautier.co.uk
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Above: Dall’Agnese’s Regolo

Right: Dedon DDC’s Edinburgh

Upholstery

Gaetano Pesce’s iconic Up5_Up6 chair,
B&B produced an updated version. Its
Maxalto brand gave the day bed a
makeover with Febo, as did Piet Boon
Zone with Dieke.

JSPR added to its Plastic Fantastic
collection – furniture covered in a thick
layer of rubber – while Dedon used
classic fashion patterns such as tartan for
its DDC collection.

Cappellini used a single piece of 

Above: Verden’s Quintal 

Below: B&B’s Up5_Up6
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Exclusive (U.K) LTD
Thorpe Drive, Thorpe Way, Banbury, Oxon, OX16 4UZ
T: (0044) 01295 701114 F: (0044) 01295 701014
e-mail: sales@exclusiveuk.co.uk

Make sure you visit us at the
Manchester Furniture Show
(stand A11) to view our fabulous
Marble dining ranges.

Athens dining set Grecian range

Glacier dining set
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Upholstery

JSPR’s Plastic Fantastic

felt for its Peacock chair. Poltrona Frau’s
Archibald brought a relaxed look to
armchairs, but Verden’s Quintal by Bart
Vos stripped the concept of an armchair
down to its bare essentials. In contrast,
Munna brought refinement and elegant
comfort with its Corset armchair.

Cassina’s low slung Toot personified
what is expected from contemporary
Italian upholstery while Dall’Agnese
showed that minimalism is alive and well
with its Regolo. 

Below right:

Poltrona Frau’s

Archibald

Below left:

Cassina’s Toot 

Cappellini’s Peacock
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Carpet tiles

FLOR BY HEUGA
TONING UP
Colour consultant Cenk Kivrikoglu has designed 
a nature-inspired collection for the modular firm

Modular flooring company Flor by Heuga
has enlisted the support of textile colour
consultant Cenk Kivrikoglu in the
development of its Tonal Trends range.

Tonal Trends is made up of a new
range of loop pile carpet tiles – Basic
Beauty – and two updated and 
re-coloured ranges: Puzzle Pieces/2, a
smooth cut pile and Lazy Lounge/2, a
cosy high pile.

‘Textile floors play an important role in
creating atmosphere, especially in
combination with other materials in an
interior,’ says Kivrikoglu. ‘The concept of
harmony is at the heart of the Tonal
Trends range, helping to bring warmth
and feeling to contemporary and classic
interiors with their tasteful colours.’

The collection has 21 colours, each of
which falls within one of eight nature-
inspired chromatic groupings such as
earthenware, woodcarving, foliage and
graphite. These groupings form the basis
of the new tones coming through in
interiors and design more generally, for
example in the latest wallcoverings,
furnishing and fabric designs from the
leading designers and manufacturers. 

He says: ‘Consequently the new Tonal
Trends palette will connect and flow with
the other elements that make up a room,
ensuring that however adventurous
customers choose to be with their carpet
design, a harmonious aesthetic will be
achieved throughout the scheme.’  

Tonal Trends allows consumers to mix
and match across the ranges and create
different zones within the room using
colour – or a different pile – for various
activities. For example, a cosy high-piled
area within a sitting room or a dining
area tiled in a different colour to define it
within an open-plan living area.

Istanbul-born Kivrikoglu, founder and
director of colour, materials and product
design consultancy, Cenkstudio, divides

Basic Beauty

The range has 21 colours which fall into eight groupings

his time between Brussels, where he
lectures in textile design at the Ecole
Nationale Supérieure d’Arts Visuels of La
Cambre, and Eindhoven in Holland
where Cenkstudio is based. Since its
establishment in 2005, the studio has
worked with many leading interiors and
design companies, including Moroso and
De Ploeg, to develop colour and material
concepts for textile and furniture projects.

Tonal Trends forms part of Mission

Zero: Flor’s vision to become a fully
sustainable company, eliminating any
negative impact on the environment in
every creative, manufacturing and
building decision and leaving zero carbon
footprint by 2020. All European
manufacturing facilities run on 100%
renewable electricity and the company is
constantly working to reduce any
greenhouse gas emissions, offsetting
those which may be unavoidable.
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Dining

SHERRY DESIGNS
RECESSION BUSTER
The Irish cabinet manufacturer is enjoying 
increased sales, despite the state of the economy

Palm is made from solid elm Delivery is four weeks

and curved legs all blend to enhance 
the beauty and character of the timber,’
says Sherry.

Its products are manufactured in
Eastern Europe and a recent change to
its manufacturing process,
means nearly all of the
product is now finished at
its factory in Monaghan.
This has helped ensure a
tighter control on quality
and more consistent
results in the polishing
process. 

The company holds a
full inventory back-up of
all ranges and can deliver
anywhere in the UK and
the Republic of Ireland in
four weeks. 

‘We have a diverse
portfolio of ranges with
something for every
buyer. We have seen a
steady improvement in

While complaining about the state of the
economy has become a national pastime
in the way we bemoan the weather or
MPs’ expenses, Irish cabinet manufacturer
Sherry Designs is bucking the trend and
enjoying an increase in sales. 

The company has supplied the UK for
more than two decades and Gareth
Sherry, md believes a strong emphasis on
design and quality is the key to success.
He highlights two of its bestselling ranges
– Palm and Maison – launched at
Interiors Birmingham in January.

‘The Palm collection is beautifully
crafted from solid elm and finished in rich
dark tones. It is a comprehensive range,
including four dining tables and many
occasional and living options. Palm
provides great flexibility as well as unique
style and design.

‘Maison, on the other hand, is a more
traditional option with subtle detail and
delicate proportions. It is reminiscent of
classic French designs and made from the
very best selected ash. Patinas, beading

revenues and overall are slightly ahead of
2008. By developing more ranges and in
particular focusing on new bedroom
collections we intend to build on our
growth to date,’ says Sherry.

Maison is reminiscent of classic French designs
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Besp-Oak Furniture will debut the
Vancouver Petite dining, bedroom
and occasional ranges in slightly
smaller sizes compared with its
Vancouver premium range. Blue
Bone Imports’ Metro Contemporary
Living combines the tones and
details of Vintage Pine with robust
modular design. Additions include
French style dining and console
tables while antique painted bodies
give new life to old favourites such
as the kitchen console.

BM Furniture will unveil a selection of
hide and soft cover designs while
Buoyant Upholstery hopes 
to continue its recent 
growth with more value for
money, design-led products.

From Carlton Furniture 
will be the launch of French 
Provincial solid oak and 
Coniston warm dark oak 
dining ranges. It will also 
expand Windermere into the 
bedroom.

DaVinci Furniture will showcase
additions to its leather 

Above: Heartlands’ Zeus 

Carlton Furniture

MANCHESTER
NORTHERN HIGHLIGHTS 
The Manchester Furniture Show will 
see a host of launches from 19-22 July

Above: Ecofurn’s Burley

Below: Sasaki’s massage chair

Preview

MMC UK

Totem’s console table
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HF Heartlands Furniture
 Wholesale Ltd

50%
extra

space to
display

new
lines

Mixed
container

orders
welcome

Worldwide
sourcing
agents

Orders
delivered

nationwide
within
1 to 10
days

These offers cannot
and will not be

repeated !!

Extra
special

show
offers

Clearance
items

Over
1000
stock
items

Massive
savings &
discounts

T: 0121 565 6750      F: 0121 565 6751
Heartland House, Cranford Street, Smethwick, West Midlands. B66 2TA

info@heartlandsfurniture.co.uk   www.heartlandsfurniture.co.uk

THE MANCHESTER
FURNITURE SHOW

STAND B17
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collection including new leather grades
and promotional models.

Three new, fully FSC bedroom ranges
will be on display by Ecofurn. Provence in
poplar has a modern but traditional
French feel. Modern-look Burley with its
artisan handles uses white oak, while
Wentworth sports curved wardrobe
doors and drawers in white oak.

Exclusive UK will show its expanded
glass furniture range, which now includes
marble, while Febland will develop its
accessories collection including new
mirrors, mosaic lamps, black glass
cabinets, chairs and bar stools.

Furnico adds to its comprehensive
upholstery collection while G&P Furniture
will promote several models, including
the Lincoln extending dining set.

The Hi-gloss Carlton bedroom
collection will be showcased by
Gleneagle Woodcrafts while Global
Sourcing and Trading will promote its
French-style chairs, sofas, chaise longues
and a variety of bedroom furniture.

Heartlands Furniture has more than
1,000 stock items available for seven-day
delivery while Kettle Interiors’ stand 

Komfi’s Sleepsmart

Kettle’s Rutland oak

Preview

Above right: TCS’s Adam

Above left: Seconique’s

Hollywood

Left: Seduta D’Arte 

SJS’s bedroom
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SJS Furniture
Award-winning, Ethically-traded solid
wood Living & Bedroom collections.

Quality at an affordable price

3000sq foot showroom
Display incentives available
Hospitality and bespoke service*

Preferred supplier
* min qty may apply

Details of our collections & ONE-OFF offers visit

www.sjsfurniture.co.uk
T: 01328 701541  F: 01328 701945

E: sales@sjsfurniture.co.uk
13a & b Paynes Business Park, Dereham Road, Beeston, Norfolk PE32 2nq

See us at Manchester Furniture Show,
19th-22nd July Stands A81 & A90
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will feature its 24 collections
from Lifestyle to Heritage.

A sliding furniture experience is
on offer from Komandor. Komfi
will concentrate on products for
all price points, from the new
Sleepsmart mattresses and divan beds,
through to the expanded and improved
Komfi bed collection including the new
Club Signature bed in luxury Moon wool.

Morris Furniture Group will unveil
additions to its Morris, G Plan Cabinets,
Zone Furniture and Relaxateeze brands.

A melamine range of furniture is
Spanish firm Meka-Block’s offering.
NMC’s Nomapack range is designed to
protect furniture in storage or transit, as
components for mattresses or as furniture
padding applied prior to upholstery.

Sasaki International is introducing a
zero gravity effect massage chair while
Seconique will debut a selection of dining
sets and occasional ranges alongside
bedroom furniture and faux leather beds.

Seduta D’Arte makes its show debut,
launching the Soft Plus collection of good
value Italian designs manufactured in its
Romanian factory.

Top: Gleneagle Woodcraft’s

Carlton

Above: Febland’s nest of

tables

Right: Furnico’s Maya 

Besp-Oak Furniture

TCH Furniture’s Windsor 

Buoyant’s BariKomandor’s bedroom

Preview
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For further information, brochures and flexible supply price lists please contact Paul or David:

Tel: 0161 203 6191 Fax: 0161 203 6270 E-mail: sales@ianmichael.co.uk www.ianmichael.co.uk

IMA, New Street, Miles Platting, Manchester M40 8AA

New for Summer 2009
Continuing the success of the Loft, Lyon & Alaska

ranges IMA are pleased to present three new
exciting collections:

The Bordeaux classic oak dining range brings
the splendour of French tranquil living into your

modern home. Using only the finest oak from
managed forests, this exquisite range radiates

splendour throughout.

The Linea walnut bedroom range is sourced from the
finest solid walnut and finished with a walnut veneer;

inspired by shaker influences this contemporary
range adds an indulgent warm feel to any bedroom.

The Aspen bedroom range is sourced from the finest
ash and transformed into a rustic collection that will

add subtlety and style to any bedroom.

All products are currently in stock and available,
at the quoted prices (+VAT), from our Central

Manchester warehouse & showroom.

Further reductions available on direct containers

Take advantage of our special flexible supply
arrangements, designed to meet our customer’s
needs. Choose the option that suits your retail
requirements, offering massive discounts for

your company.

Bordeaux solid oak
display cupboard

Sophia 100% leather bedstead
from £125

Lyon classic oak bedroom range Dining chairs from £25

Linea contemporary walnut bedroom range Aspen rustic ash bedroom range

Bordeaux solid oak
TV cabinets

Loft solid oak bedside
from £55

Solid oak dining sets
from £200

Solid oak wardrobes
from £200
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Preview

Above: The

Sleeping Zone’s

Ultra Zone

Right: DaVinci’s

Opal

Left: Willis &

Gambier’s

Chiltern

Exclusive’s diningMeka’s Block

BM Furniture’s Bentley

New from SJS are the Hampton living
room and Natural Tiger bedroom
collections, while SJ Units will showcase
its assembled and flatpack contemporary
bedroom furniture.

Making its Manchester debut is The
Sleeping Zone Mattress Company with a
Pocketed collection and foam/visco and
latex mattresses.

TCH Furniture has increased the
versatility of finishes and additions to its
collections, that are now available in
oiled, lacquered, smokey grey and
chestnut. TCS will showcase its 2009
ranges of upholstery, cabinet, dining
tables and chairs.

Totem describes its Galaxy Collection,
as ‘very different – a fusion of style and
concept with an appeal to all age 
groups giving retailers the opportunity to
have something really different to the
“sea of oak”.’

From Value Mark will be several new
ranges including occasional and dining.
Wilde Java is adding artwork, lighting
and stone statues alongside its furniture
collections. Willis & Gambier will debut six
ranges, including the mango Montpellier
and is introducing the Originals brand. 
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EXHIBITION GUIDE

C A R P E T S F U R N I T U R E R U G S B E D S L A M I N A T E U P H O L S T E R Y V I N Y L

London Furniture Show
The total interiors buying experience 
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Exhibition guide

SHOW CALENDAR
2009
16-19 July
FurniTex. Furniture and furnishing trade
show. Melbourne, Australia.
www.aec.net.au/ftex 

19-22 July
The Manchester Furniture Show.
Manchester.
www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com 

19-22 August
SIFE Show. Shenzhen International
Furniture Expo. Shenzhen, China.
www.chinafurnitureexpo.com/en 

4-8 September
3F Famous Furniture Fair. Dongguan,
China. www.3f.net.cn/e 

4-8 September
Maison & Objet, Now!, Scenes d’interieur.
Paris. www.maison-objet.com 

6-9 September
CIFF China International Furniture Fair.
Guangzhou. www.ciff-gz.com/en

8-10 September
National Floor Show. Harrogate. 
www.nationalfloorshow.co.uk 

8-11 September 
MoOD (ex Decosit). Brussels.
www.moodbrussels.com 

9-12 September
Furniture China, China International
Furniture Expo. Shanghai 
www.furniture-china.cn 

9-13 September
Habitare. Helsinki, Finland.
www.finnexpo.fi/habitare/default.asp?cod
e_language=en 

14-17 September
Las Vegas Market. Las Vegas.
www.lasvegasmarket.com 

23-27 September
Habitat Valencia Forward. Valencia.
http://habitat.feriavalencia.com 

24-27 September
100% Design. London.
www.100percentdesign.co.uk 

27-30 September
Decorex International. London.
www.decorex.com 

17-22 October
High Point Market. International Home
Furnishings Market. High Point, North
Carolina. www.highpointmarket.org 

1-4 November
MB Meubelbeurs Brussel. Brussels
International Furniture Fair. Brussels.
www.furniturefairbrussels.be/en 

Las Vegas
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21-25 January
Meuble Paris. Paris.
www.maison-objet.com 

22-26 January
Maison & Objet, Now!, Scenes d’interieur.
Paris. www.maison-objet.com  

1-5 February
Las Vegas Market. Las Vegas.
www.lasvegasmarket.com 

2010
16-19 January 
Domotex. Hannover. www.domotex.de 

19-24 January
IMM Cologne. Cologne. 
www.imm-cologne.com 

24-27 January
Interiors Birmingham. Birmingham.
www.interiorsbirmingham.com 

2-6 March
MIFF Malaysian International Furniture
Fair. Kuala Lumpur. www.miff.com.my 

3-7 March
EFE Export Furniture Exhibition. Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. www.efe.net.my

11-15 March
TIFF. Thailand International Furniture Fair.
Bangkok.
www.thaitradefair.com/fairin/tiff09 

9-12 March
IFFS. International Furniture Fair
Singapore/ASEAN Furniture Show.
Singapore. www.iffs.com.sg 

19-22 March
SIFE Shenzhen International Furniture
Exhibition. Shenzhen.
www.chinafurnitureexpo.com/en 

22-26 March
Movelsul Brasil. Bento Gonçalves.
www.movelsul.com.br/2009 

14-19 April
Salone Internazionale del Mobile,
International Furnishing Accessories
Exhibition, Eurocucina, SaloneUfficio.
Milan, Italy. www.cosmit.it

17-22 April
High Point Market. International Home
Furnishings Market High Point. North
Carolina. www.highpointmarket.org  

IMM Cologne

Domotex

iSalone
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in September, with speakers focusing
on colour and style trends and
sustainability issues. For the first time
it includes a comprehensive seminar
on global environmental issues
presented in Spanish by Nestor Pineda
of The Phillips Collection.  

September market coincides with
Mexican Independence Day. Las Vegas
Market will be joining the celebrations
with a big party for buyers and
exhibitors, as is traditional on 15
September, the night before Mexican
Independence Day.

The show offers an amazing
presentation of international style and
sophistication in a city known world
wide for its glitter, hospitality,
convenience and fun! There are direct
international flights every day and
more than 140,000 hotel rooms to suit
any budget, not to mention world
famous restaurants, entertainment,
shopping and attractions.

Virgin Atlantic is offering a special
fares discount on the direct flight from
Gatwick to Las Vegas for attendees at
Las Vegas Market. Visit www.virgin-
atlantic.com/en/gb/specialoffers/las
vegasfurniture.jsp?WT.mc_id=uk_lasp2
to find out more.

Las Vegas Market is unique, it offers
buyers and specifiers the opportunity
to visit all the key players in the US
plus a wide selection of international
exhibitors in one easily accessible
market and at the end of the working
day there are great places to stay,
wonderful entertainers to see and
amazing places to eat. 

World Market Center Las Vegas is an
integrated home and hospitality
contract furnishings showroom and
trade complex. Offering more than 5m
sqft of space, it exceeds the size of
any trade merchandise show in the
US. When fully built, at $3bn, 12m sqft
and eight buildings, World Market
Center will be the largest trade show
complex in the world. The state-of-the-
art campus showcases furniture,
decorative accessories, gifts, lighting,
rugs, home textile and related
segments, as well as the Las Vegas
Design Center open year-round.
For more information visit:
www.lasvegasmarket.com

LAS LAS VEGAS MARKETVEGAS MARKET
SEPTEMBERSEPTEMBER

textiles and bedding) and Design &
Living (high end furniture and
furnishings) inject business focus and
an element of magic into this sparkling
exhibition. The Living Green Pavilion
for example, is the country’s largest,
most comprehensive venue of its kind,
showcasing recycled, reclaimed and
renewed products. 

The popular Las Vegas Market
educational seminar series continues

World Market Center Las Vegas
launches a September market (14-17)
this year that promises to have all the
stimulating, positive and pro-active
events and product launches we’ve
come to expect from Las Vegas.  

Permanent showroom exhibitors will
show a raft of exciting new products to
buyers from around the world.
Showcases including Living Green
(sustainable products), ConText (home
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chauffeur service to and from London
mainline stations and London City
Airport, to make the event as
pleasurable an experience as possible. 

Wilkins says: ‘From its timing to its
location and its overall design-led
style, every aspect of the London
Furniture Show has been carefully
considered to ensure that the needs
and wants of exhibitors and visitors
alike will be more than met. 

‘By talking to people in the industry,
listening and acting on what they say,
we believe we can provide an
exhibition that really delivers what
people want.’

the economic tunnel and the case for 
a London-centric show is as strong 
as ever.

‘However, we fully realise that
investment in any big event will be a
big commitment for any potential
exhibitors and so we have made every
effort to ensure that the London
Furniture Show is affordable, with
extremely competitive rates supported
by our promise to provide “second to
none” customer service.’

A number of special additional
initiatives are being planned, such as
providing a luxurious VIP lounge for
exhibitors’ special guests, as well as a

The London Furniture Show 2010
remains true to its original philosophy
of providing exhibitors and visitors
alike with a London showcase for mid
to upmarket, ultra-stylish furniture.
However, it occurred to the organiser
that it could generate even more
interest if it were to introduce an
additional design-led dimension to the
show. 

It was therefore decided to include
lighting, bedding, carpeting, wall
coverings, soft furnishings and
decorative accessories in the show to
broaden the exhibitor base and appeal
to a wider potential audience. 

The show will be held at Excel from
25-27 May 2010. Excel is ideally sited
on the outskirts of London making
access for exhibitors and visitors alike
simple and stress free. It also offers all
the amenities anyone could need,
inside and out, and is only 20 minutes
from the heart of London. 

Insight Exhibitions, the company
behind the London Furniture Show,
has years of experience. Small but
perfectly formed, this company
understands what makes a successful
exhibition and exactly how to achieve
it. A steering committee of industry
notables will be appointed to ensure
the highest possible standards are
maintained. 

David Wilkins, Insight Exhibitions md
says: ‘The decision to postpone the
show originally planned for May 2009
was made after consultation with our
key exhibitors. But even then with the
recession gathering momentum, the
consensus of opinion was that “the
show must go on” and postpone was
the word – not cancel! 

‘It is all a matter of timing, six
months on there is light at the end of

THE LONDONTHE LONDON
FURNITURE FURNITURE 
SHOW 2010SHOW 2010
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communication forum and centre for
creative ideas, IMM Cologne and all of
its events generate strong momentum
for the interior design of tomorrow.
With IMM Cologne and more than 150
top class shows by international
designers and manufacturers who are
participating in the Passagen
programme, the municipal area of
Cologne will be turned into a veritable
who’s who of the design scene. 

Next January Cologne will again be
the design capital of Europe.

FFASCINAASCINATING TING TRENDS FORTRENDS FOR
INTERIOR LIVINGINTERIOR LIVING

IMM Cologne is the global market
and meeting place for the international
furniture sector – at the 2009 fair
1,057 exhibitors from 49 countries
were present. At IMM Cologne, the
furniture industry meets with more
than 100,000 retailers from Germany
and other countries who – unlike
visitors at comparable events – are
extremely interested in placing
concrete orders. 

As the sector’s business event, 
trend barometer, international

High end designer furniture, classic
lifestyles, trendy accessories: IMM
Cologne showcases a comprehensive
selection of furniture and furnishings.
From ‘IMM pure’ to ‘IMM basic’ the
product range is clearly divided into
segments. Next year IMM Cologne will
have a new trade fair format named
Pure village. To this end, IMM Cologne
will create an atmosphere in Hall 3.2
that particularly appeals to design-
orientated brands. The exhibition
space in this hall will be limited to
30sqm to 50sqm or 100sqm. 

This concept will give the exhibitors
the greatest possible flexibility. On the
one hand, they will be able to
streamline their product presentations
to focus attention on their respective
corporate philosophies. On the other
hand, they will also have the option of
connecting several areas in order to
enable visitors to experience the entire
spectrum of their products. 

Hall 3.2 will also be the venue where
Koelnmesse presents a completely
new topic. In the section called IMM
Cologne Meets the Bathroom,
companies from the premium-quality
sanitary facilities segment will be
displaying their visions in the form of
experimental installations. 

Diversity of 
products 

Diversity of 
nations 

Diversity of 
information
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Nicely Done’s stand at 3F

Development Council. It is the only
furniture exhibition granted UFI
Approved Event status in China. It is
the Excellent Furniture Exhibition in
Intellectual Property Rights Protection
recognised by Guangdong provincial
government. 

The 22nd 3F will be held from 4-8
September 2009. 

VISIT 3F FOR VISIT 3F FOR THE BEST THE BEST 
MADE-IN-CHINA FURNITUREMADE-IN-CHINA FURNITURE

China, Hong Kong and Taiwan as
exhibitors, 3F is regarded as the event
‘representing the best of furnishing
industry’ in China. 

Held right in the centre of China’s
furniture industry, 3F is the only
furniture event in China supported by
the Ministry of Commerce of China
and the Hong Kong Trade

International Famous Furniture Fair
(Dongguan) has been a leading
furniture fair in China since 1999,
organised by Dongguan Famous
Furniture Association. 

The 21st 3F, held in March 2009,
spanned 240,000sqm with 847
exhibitors. With 70% of the leading
furniture manufacturers in mainland

Best exhibit in the sofa category

Chinese designer product at Design Space

For more information on the event, visit
www.3f.net.cn/e 
or email 
Mr Oran Xinf at oran@3f.net.cn
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NFS for many years and have always
found it a very successful show. It’s a
great opportunity to meet with new
and existing customers and a great
platform to launch products. As one of
our main routes to market, the show
puts us in front of potential new
flooring contacts, has given us many
positive leads, as well as actually
writing business at the show.’ 
Apart from the exhibitors, what can visitors
to the 2009 show look forward to? 
‘Following the successful launch of
last year’s free seminar programme,
we will be delivering an even more
informative schedule for the 2009
show,’ says Vaughan. 

‘Already confirmed is high-profile
designer Jeff Banks. In addition, the
programme will outline the design
trends for 2010, debate the pros and
cons of online retailing, explain the
latest legislation relating to flooring
and present a motivational seminar
giving helpful advice on how
businesses can survive during difficult
times. This extended seminar
programme will run during the event’s
three days and is specifically designed
to encourage and inspire visitors.

‘We also have some other new
initiatives which we are working on,
some of which we hope to unveil for
2009 – so watch this space!’

NANATIONAL FLOOR SHOWTIONAL FLOOR SHOW
that the show will be slightly smaller
this year as some exhibitors will want
to reduce their stand space as their
product sales have reduced. However,
we are opening up The Royal Hall after
a 10-year absence. This new addition
will house a tool demonstration area
and vastly improve the show layout,
making it far easier to navigate the
event,’ says Vaughan.

‘We are on track to deliver an
inspirational event featuring some
fantastic market leading companies.
The National Floor Show is still the
largest national event for the UK
flooring industry and the most
important buying and selling
opportunity for the year.’
Which companies have committed to 
the 2009 show?
Vaughan says: ‘The exhibitor list
consists of names from all aspects of
the industry ranging from carpets, to
vinyl and wood; laminate, to
accessories and tools. Each sector is
represented and companies like
Cormar, Abingdon, Mercado,
Hadfields, Wilkies, Kingsmead and
Gaskell will be there, alongside a
number of new companies who have
booked for 2009, such as Adore Floors
part of the Daejin Group.’

Dave Francis, Hadfields commercial
director says: ‘We have exhibited at

The flooring industry is abuzz with rumours
that this year’s National Floor Show (NFS)
will not take place, so Interiors Monthly
asked some questions. What is the position
of the organiser, UBM?
‘There is no doubt in our mind that the
show will be going ahead and we have
been working for some months to
deliver another great event,’ says
Andrew Vaughan, UBM NFS event
director (pictured above). 

‘We have more than 100 exhibitors
already booked in and some very good
seminar speakers lined up. We are
aiming to deliver one of the most
exciting shows to date and are
determined in these tough climates to
deliver some new business enhancing
content to help our exhibitors and
visitors stay successful.’
There are also suggestions that 2009 will
be the last NFS? Is this true?
‘The NFS is now the UK’s only
dedicated flooring show and our
intention and duty to the industry is to
ensure it carries on year after year,
continuing to evolve and service its
customers. As the new event director, I
hope to implement initiatives over the
coming years to ensure the longevity
of this essential event.’
How does the projected size of the
exhibition look compared to 2008’s?
‘In the current climate it is inevitable
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IFFS/AFS is also the first Asian-
based international furniture fair to be
accepted as a member of the elite
Union des Foires Internationales, the
Paris-based international authority on
trade fairs. In addition, it is the only
furniture trade event in Singapore to
be awarded the Approved International
Fair status by the Singapore Tourism
Board. The Singapore Exhibition and
Convention Bureau also recognises the

INTERNAINTERNATIONAL FURNITURE FTIONAL FURNITURE FAIRAIR
FURNITURE SHOW – FURNITURE SHOW – ASIAASIA’S ONE-’S ONE-

unwavering focus on furniture design
as the show continues to display and
harness the creative prowess of Asia
and trend-set furniture designs from
the rest of the world. The Platform and
Furniture Design Award take centre
stage for design showcases while the
exhibitors at the show continue to
elevate their brand exposure and use
IFFS/AFS as a launch pad for debuting
products and collections.

Among Asia’s plethora of furniture
shows, the International Furniture Fair
Singapore 2010 held in conjunction
with the 27th ASEAN Furniture Show
(IFFS/AFS 2010) stands out as a true
international furniture trade show,
totally focused on getting the best
sourcing results.

True to its reputation of one-stop
sourcing haven, the IFFS/AFS
showcases the finest myriad of ASEAN
and Asia’s appeal together with a twist
of international diversity. Over 100,000
pieces of design-led, quality furniture
and furnishing products are on display,
offering an unparalleled business
conduit and winning unprecedented
votes of confidence by the global
furniture trade fraternity. 

The IFFS/AFS consolidates the
largest collection of exhibitors from
China, Indonesia, the Philippines,
Taiwan and Vietnam, outside of their
respective country trade fairs. Besides
the significant regional presence, the
strong showing of international
companies from Australia, Europe and
the US, further affirms the IFFS/AFS’
status as a global furniture hub.

An annual event, held from 9-12
March, the IFFS/AFS differentiates
from other regional shows in its
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Conventions and Exhibitions (MICE)
and tourism sectors.

Covering six halls and a gross area
of 60,000sqm at the Singapore Expo,
IFFS/AFS 2009 showcased a
fascinating array of quality, well-
designed furniture from 471 Asian and
international exhibitors from 33
countries. New exhibitors hailing from
26 different countries made up close
to 30% of total exhibitors, providing
much freshness as well as greater
avenues for potential new business
ventures and tie-ups.

From 9-12 March 2010, be wowed
by more than 500 major manufacturers
and exporters from over 30 countries
on an effective platform where
sourcing, networking, relationship
building and partnerships and alliances
are forged and strengthened. IFFS/AFS
is a keynote event on the calendar of
the furniture trade exhibition circuit
that’s currently being regarded as the
Best of Asia by the industry.

Organised by the IFFS, a subsidiary
of the Singapore Furniture Industries
Council (SFIC), and MP International,
the company also organises and
manages furniture and furniture-related
fairs, exhibitions, shows, conferences
and other events worldwide. 

fair as a major exhibition event on
Singapore’s international exhibition
calendar.

The latest edition of the show,
IFFS/AFS 2009, saw a healthy
attendance of 15,606 trade visitors
from 118 countries, solid testimony of
the strength and liveliness of the
furniture trade industry in Singapore
and the region despite the economic
downturn. At the four-day event, 104
overseas buying delegations from 38
countries visited the fair. Boasting
prominent players from Australia,
Germany, Hong Kong, India, South
Africa, Spain, the UAE, UK and US,
IFFS/AFS 2009 is regarded by many as
the preferred sourcing destination for
top buyers even as the industry
rationalises globally.

As an all-round effective springboard
to the Asian and international markets
for global trade players, IFFS/AFS
2009 achieved an estimated total of
US$245m in spot orders. As a result of
the business opportunities secured
during the fair, an additional estimated
US$2.2bn in follow-on sales is also
expected for the year ahead. IFFS/AFS
2009 has also garnered an estimated
US$41m in economic spin-offs for
Singapore’s Meetings, Incentives,

SINGAPORE 2010/27TH SINGAPORE 2010/27TH ASEANASEAN
STOP SOURCING HASTOP SOURCING HAVEN VEN 

For more information and updates,
please visit www.iffs.com.sg

Contact information
Organiser: International Furniture Fair
Singapore
Contact: Juliana Gan
Email: enquiry@iffs.com.sg
Tel: 00 65 6569 6988
Fax: 00 65 6569 9939
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FLOORING ONE
SHOW TIME
The buying group’s annual show saw 
manufacturers unveil a host of products

More than 30 suppliers to buying group
Flooring One took part in its annual
exhibition on 19 May at its Shirley, West
Midlands head office and exhibition
centre.

Crucial Trading introduced a large
display stand for its full range that also
has internal space for brochures. It
launched Masai, a wool and sisal mix,
Tiffany a wool stripe in eight colours and
added black and cream to Audrey.

Victoria Carpets premiered City Living,
a wool high/low loop available in 12
colours and 4m widths. Gaelic Heathers
is available in 4m and 5m widths, 10
colours and 60oz per yard weight.

Ulster Carpets’ Country House is its
largest launch for more than a decade.
The 28-piece axminster collection includes
seven runners. It also added a 5m width
to York Wilton and will do so for Ulster
Velvet by the late summer.

Rama Carpets introduced the
Perspectives rug range featuring circles
and pebble designs alongside the
traditional Persian Arts collection.

Thomas Witter launched the 60oz
Innovation carpet range while Granorte
showed off its leather and cork flooring
first seen at Domotex in January.

From Adam Carpets was the Rustic
Berber Twist in 4m and 5m widths, a
dozen colours and a 40oz per yard
weight. More colours were added to the
Florentine collection and several pattern
designs were trialled.

Ryalux had revamped display stands
and POS for its Pownall and Simply Ryalux
collections, while adding a loop range to
the Pownall Fenland collection. Ryalux’s
William Classics is available in 72 colours.

Axminster increased the number of
colours in Filigree to four with the
introduction of Winter Melody and added
two more to Jacob. It also debuted the
Ready to Weave soft contract concept

Cormar’s David Cormack, Pergo’s Richard Price and Rama’s Paul Thompson, celebrate their awards

with a minimum
order of 50sqm. This
offers seven qualities
of carpet with 10
core colours and a
choice of highlight
shades.

There were new
colours for several
Cormar ranges
including Skye and
Islay, Glenweave,
Luxury Touch,
Shangri-La and
Bellevue Saxony
while a 50oz per yard
weight was added to
New Oaklands. Primo
Ultra was introduced
as a heavyweight
easy to clean range.

The event also saw the presentation of
the Flooring One awards, voted for by
the group’s members. 

Cormar won the Carpet Supplier of the

Year award, with Axminster second and
Adam Carpets third. Rama Carpets won
the Rug Supplier of the Year and Pergo
took the accolade for Smooth Flooring
and Accessories Supplier of the Year.

Pergo’s new display stand
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Final polish
FTBA golf success:

Rupert Anton, Carpet
Foundation marketing
director (left) and Peter

Kimmins (right)
Georgian Carpets
general manager,

present cheques for
£8,000 each to Charles

Kerrigan, FTBA chief
executive (centre left)

and John Rayner,
Macmillan fundraising

manager at the 
53rd Kidderminster

Carpet Manufacturers’
National Golf

Tournament, sponsored
by Georgian Carpets.

The event defied
expectations with more

guests at the dinner
than in 2008.

Reward for service: Flooring buying group Metro
presented Neville Cormack, Cormar Carpets

chairman, pictured alongside his wife Betty, with
a decanter to mark three decades of service to

the group at its recent AGM dinner. Cormar
again won the Supplier of the Year award.

Sheep shape winner: Congratulations go to
Tracey Harris of Direct Carpet and Curtain

Supplies, Torquay, for winning the Axminster
Carpets calendar competition. She identified the
dozen scenes from films where all the stars took

the shape of sheep. Marc Heliwell, Axminster
southern regional sales manager presents the

prize of a day at the races. 

Top salesman again:
Robert Burns,

Victoria Carpets
sales manager for

North Yorkshire and
the North East
(right) won the

firm’s Salesman of
the Year award for

2008/09. This is the
second time that
Burns, who has

worked for Victoria
for 27 years, has
won the Stewart

Anton Cup. He was
presented with it by

Mark Rooney,
national sales

manager.
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Buchanan
A British Wool Classic Berber
Twist from Cormar Carpets

Bentinck House, Park Lane Business Park, Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 9LE
Tel: (01623) 727374    Fax: (01623) 754555    e-mail: sales@julian-bowen.co.uk    www.julian-bowen.co.uk

Julian Bowen Limited

Latest addition to the Barcelona Bed range is the Barcelona Hideaway in Antique Pine colour or Stone
White lacquer. Both Bed and Underbed are equal height when erected. Priced competitively at £119.95
in Pine and £129.95 in Stone White. Remember no minimum quantities with Julian Bowen products.
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